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These experiments simultaneously examine two

characteristics of walking behavior in visually restricted

individuals: (1) directional continuity, measured by

deviations from straight-line walking; and (2) impeded

walking, measured by decreases in walking speed. In

Experiment 1, three blindfolded subjects with prescriptive

long canes were exposed to four walking surface. Two of the
four walking surfaces were comprised of rubber textures,

1 mm or 2 mm in height. The other two surface conditions

were control procedures consisting of either a continuous
90°-shoreline or a smooth surface without landmarks or

structures. Both 1 mm and 2 mm textured surfaces and the

90°- shoreline produced few deviations from straight-line

walking, whereas a smooth surface produced greater

deviations from straight-line walking. The 90o-shoreline
and the 1 mm-textured-surface conditions did not produce

decreases in walking speed, whereas the smooth surface

produced decreases in walking speed. Under the 2 mm-



textured-surface condition, decreases in walking speed by

subjects were a function of the cane method employed.

Experiment 2 examined the interaction between cane

method and walking behavior on the 1 mm- and 2 mm-textured

surfaces. Three blindfolded subjects were instructed to

either: (1) hold the cane in front of the midsection of
their body and to move the cane forward while walking
forward (cane trail); or (2) drag the cane in an arc motion
in front of their body while walking forward (touch-drag).

For all subjects, textured surfaces under all experimental
conditions produced straight-line walking, and walking

speeds were lowest under the 2 mm-texture (touch-drag)

conditions.

The results from both experiments suggest: (1) 1 mm-

and 2 mm-textured surfaces placed in open areas can be used

as a structure by visually impaired individuals for

maintenance of straight-line walking; (2) physical

dimensions of textured surfaces may impede walking and

consequently, decrease walking speed, depending on the cane

method employed; and (3) experiments designed to examine the

effects of textured surfaces on walking performances should

employ measures of walking speed and straight-line walking.

Conceptualizations of walking behavior are discussed.

• «
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INTRODUCTION

Moving through the environment efficiently and

safely is an important skill in the development and
survival of organisms. Walking is one form of locomotor

movement or travel by which human beings access or avoid

particular objects, events or areas in the environment.
These locomotor movements are an important part of both

commonplace and complex activities such as vacuuming

rugs, mowing yards, carrying packages to and from the car

to the house, marching in parades, sneaking out of a dull

meeting, rushing to morning classes, crossing the street
within the crosswalks, carrying glasses of water filled

to the top, preparing to steal second base, dancing to a

waltz, or strolling casually before taking in a movie.
Common to each of these diverse activities is the

behavior of walking, that is, walking at different

speeds, with different gaits and postures, under
different sets of circumstances, and controlled by

different consequences that are arranged by the

environment in which we live. The variables that control

walking are broad-ranged and research on these variables
has been conducted from a "micro-level of analysis" of

coordinated motor skills involving various parts and

1
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portions of the body, to a "molar-level of analysis" of
the entire organism walking within simple and complex

environments. At both levels of analysis, vision plays a

crucial role in the acquisition and maintenance of

walking, and there is a substantial amount of research

devoted to the analysis of the effects of vision and

visual loss on walking. The following review will focus

on some of the methodological approaches to examining

walking at both levels of analysis and, in particular,
the role of vision and the effect of visual loss on

walking will be described.

Motor Skills, Vision and Walking

The motor skills required for walking have been

described in terms of milestones in child development in

which the presence or absence of particular reflexes

during various stages of development appear to be

critical for upright motor functioning. For example, the

asymmetric tonic neck reflex is seen in newborns until
four months. This reflex accounts for an infant's

ability to move his or her own head, but there is an

inability for an infant at this age to move his or her
head and arms independently of each other. At age four

months, symmetric tonic neck reflex emerges and the body

shows segmentation and separation of responses of arms,

legs, neck, and hind quarters. According to Hart (1980),
the reflexes of the newborn must be disengaged from
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reflex patterns in order for it to play a role as the key

structure in building erect posture. A normal walking

gait demands not just normal neck reflex activity but

also the development of righting reactions, balance,

protective reactions, rotation, and normal muscle tone.

Without these skills, a child is unable to develop and

refine skills in walking, climbing, and running. The

labyrinthine or vestibular righting reaction allows the
head to remain in upright position when the pelvis is

moved, whereas the neck righting reaction brings the

lower parts of the body into line with the upright head.

Optic righting reflexes are responsible for orientation
of head and that orientation is controlled by vision.

Another important motor skill that is critical to

the development of walking is balance, the ability to

maintain or assume any body position or posture against

the force of gravity. Chaney and Kephart (1968) suggest

that posture is the basic pattern from which all other

movement patterns develop, and the center of gravity in
one's posture is the point from which direction, space

orientation, and movement must originate. According to

the authors, only when line, direction, and force of

gravity are established can a child proceed to the

development of coordinates in space. The positions of

the head and the body are critical for the maintaining

proper balance and posture. The head must be properly
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aligned to the body with conformity to the supporting
base. The body, in proper alignment with the head, is

designed to react to change and restore disturbed

equilibrium in order to maintain posture and balance.

Posture, therefore, results from the interacting motions
of the head, torso, and limbs to maintain balance,

orientation to gravity, and adjustment to acceleration.
In turn, all of these interacting motions are affected by

the vestibular, visual, tactual, and kinesthetic systems

that aid in positioning and dynamic stabilization of the

body during walking.

The role of vision is critical to the learning and

performance of most motor skills, especially walking.
Visual training is an ancillary part of many motor

education programs because children are involved visually
in the training activities (Cratty, Ikida, Martin,

Jennett, & Morris, 1970). Some researchers have

suggested that of the four sources of sensory information
that can serve to preserve postural stability (i.e.,

vision, vestibular stimulation, proprioception, and

touch), the visual system processes exact information
about space more efficiently than the other sensory

modalities (Howard & Templeton, 1966).

Researchers have examined the role of vision in

relation to motor development. In their observations of

the development of vision in infants and young children,
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Gesell, Ilg, and Bullis (1949) describe three functional

parts of vision: (1) fixation is that part of vision
which seeks and holds an image; (2) focus enables the

viewer to discriminate and define an image; and (3)

fusion unifies and interprets the image on the cortical

. These observations have led to the development of

age norms and visual maturity levels for children from
four weeks to nine years of age on the basis of eye-hand

coordination, postural orientation, fixation, and retinal

response.

Some researchers have described the relationship

between walking behavior and visual loss in reference to

"environmental input." Miller (1967), for example,

suggests that loss of vision affects gait mechanically
because of the loss of sensory data necessary for timing

of steps, impoverished balance, and deficiency of

protective reflexes. Out-toeing, walking with the toes

oriented outward, is a commonly observed gait pattern in

visually impaired individuals and may develop as a source

of increased tactual input. A "shuffle gait" may develop

when the feet are used as feelers, particularly during

indoor walking in which "runners" or "guidestrips" are

placed along hallways, or during outdoor walking in which
the visually impaired individual is searching for

shorelines. Additionally, out-toeing can also increase
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the base of one's support; however, if out-toeing is

excessive, walking speed may be impeded (Aust, 1980).

A wide-based gait is commonly observed in visually

impaired individuals as a way to increase stability

during walking. According to Aust (1980), both the wide-
based gait and shuffle gait result in slow walking speed
but this gait may be desirable for visually impaired

individuals who are reluctant or fearful of stepping out

because of insuffieient orientation and mobility

techniques (p. 68). Similarly, a shortened, guarded
stride may be seen in a visually impaired individual who

is fearful of walking into objects. Typically, as one's

speed increases, the tendency to veer decreases; whereas

a shortened stride, which tends to decrease walking

speed, may serve to increase veering (Aust, 1980).

Movement Through the Environment. Visual Loss and Walking

An important component in the rehabilitation of

visually impaired persons is the development of efficient
and safe walking. The motor skills described above are

important for smooth and coordinated execution of

walking; however, it is the entire body that must move

successfully through simple and complex environments.

Therefore, from a mobility rehabilitation standpoint, the

level of analysis often shifts from one involving

movement of limbs, for example, to one involving the

person moving safely and efficiently in a living room, a
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kitchen, a front yard, and a residential street, as well
as a supermarket, a hotel lobby, a crowded sidewalk or

mall, and an airport terminal. This level of analysis is

particularly important for the mobility rehabilitation of

visually impaired persons because mobility instructors

must provide these individuals with a means to get around

their environment.

Characteristics of walking behavior can be described

with respect to both efficient and safe walking

(Armstrong, 1972). Directional continuity, for example,
describes the maintenance of straight-line walking for

prespecified distances and efficient walking is inferred
from this measure (Brabyn & Strelow, 1977). Impeded

walking describes decreases in forward movement and safe

walking is inferred by the absence of abrupt decreases in
forward movement or walking speed, such as when an

visually impaired person stumbles or catches the tip of
his or her cane (Brabyn & Strelow, 1977). Accordingly,

an adequate measure of directional continuity must be

sensitive to veering (i.e., the number of or the duration
of deviations from a fixed central point or the distance

of lateral movement) (Armstrong, 1972; Brabyn & Strelow,

1977; Dodds, Carter, and Howarth, 1983; Howarth, Heyes,

Dodds, and Carter, 1981), whereas an adequate measure of

impeded walking must be sensitive to changes in walking

speed.
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A common way in which mobility instructors train

visually impaired persons is in the use of physical

structures or landmarks as aids for orienting walking

within an environment (Allen, Griffith, & Shaw, 1977;

Armstrong, 1972; Blasch and Hiatt, 1983; Braf, 1974;

Elias, 1974; Herms, Elias, & Robbins, 1974; Templer,

1980; 1983; Templer & Zimring, 1981; Tooze, 1981;

Wardell, 1977). One physical structure is referred to by

mobility instructors as a shoreline. A shoreline is a

line or a contrast between two surfaces, such as that

between a sidewalk and grass strip. A visually impaired

individual can use a shoreline for body alignment and

maintenance of straight-line walking. Individuals using
a prescriptive long cane for walking can maintain

straight-line walking over extended distances by placing
and keeping the cane tip at the junction where the

sidewalk meets the grass strip, or by occasionally

touching the shoreline with the cane tip using a sweeping
or dragging arc motion.

Over the years during which this type of mobility

training has proceeded, mobility specialists have

reported their observations regarding the effectiveness

of shorelines in controlling walking. Mobility

specialists, for example, report that effectiveness of a

shoreline a mobility aid primarily depend on the degree

of variation in the shoreline. Continuous shorelines
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provide optimal conditions for straight-line walking,
discontinuous shorelines are less than optimal (Blasch &

Hiatt, 1983), and environments without shorelines (i.e.,

open space areas) often result in disoriented walking

(Aiello & Steinfeld, 1979; Allen, Griffith, & Shaw, 1977;

Braf, 1974; Foulke, 1979). Unfortunately, most

shorelines are constructed on the basis of architectural

and landscaping aesthetics rather than for functional use

by visually impaired persons, and thus, shorelines are

often discontinuous and complex. Much of the

architectural and mobility research has examined the

effects of variation in walking surfaces and shorelines

on locomotion in complex environments (Braf, 1974; Elias,

1974; Herms et al., 1974; Templer, 1980).

Several studies have examined walking with respect

to directional continuity and impeded walking. In one

study, a 100-foot long texture strip was added to a

community sidewalk to serve as a continuous shoreline

(Templer, 1980). The textured strip was a 12-inch wide

strip of thick, resilient paint, similar to that used to

surface outdoor tennis courts. Visually impaired

subjects were recruited to serve in the study. However,

no information was provided regarding the degree of

visual impairment or to the methods of subject

recruitment. All subjects were provided canes and

instructed to walk along the texture strip and to
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continue walking an additional 100 feet, with the latter

distance serving as a control condition to evaluate the

effects of the textured strip on mobility. The subjects

were then instructed to turn and retrace their steps,

repeating first the control condition and then the test

segment of the course. Test sessions were recorded using

time lapse photography to record elapsed walking time and

to determine the number of walking deviations by

subjects. All subjects followed the textured strip and

maintained a safe and direct course without encountering

any street obstacles (i.e., telephone poles, newspaper

stands, benches, etc.) which were located at various

points in the test area. Under the control condition,

however, all but one subject wandered from a projected

direct course and had to change direction after

encountering street obstacles. Although the author

provides a summary of the results from this study

suggesting that the textured strip produced efficient and

safe walking, there are no quantifiable data provided for

within-subject comparisons between test and control

conditions.

Dodds, Carter and Howarth (1983) examined the

reliability of three observers viewing a video tape of a

blind subject. In this study, three independent

observers were required to view the mobility performance

by the subject, and to examine straight-line walking by
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continuously tracking the subject's pavement position
from video recordings. The information supplied by

observers was recorded on a number of electronic timers

by means of a five-channel keyboard, one channel being
alloted to each pavement zone. As the subject was

walking in one zone, for example, the observer depressed
the key for that zone. When the subject moved into
another zone, the observer depressed a different key and

held it down until the subject moved out of that zone.

These data were used to calculate the proportion of time

spent by the subject in each zone in relation to the
total time taken to complete each section of a route.

Inter-observer correlations for the two viewings

suggested observers can make consistent and replicable

judgments about pavement position of the subject.

Unfortunately, the study provides no information

regarding the degree of visual impairment by the subject,
the means of subject recruitment, the dimensions or

characteristics of the pavement, testing area or

recording devices, or performance of the blind subject.
Some research in safe walking for visually impaired

individuals has been directed towards examining the

extent to which a surface material used for a shoreline

may become a potential hazard and disrupt walking. In

one extensive technical review, characteristics of

various floor materials and textures were described and
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evaluated on the basis of safety features such as walking

resistance, slip-resistance and trip hazards (Templer,

1980; 1983). Each of these characteristics describes how

walking can be impeded by a particular shoreline

material. Impeded walking may result from irregularities
or nonuniformity in surface design, different heights

within a pattern of surface material or heights between

materials, joint width or depth, and so on. Results from

research on characteristics of surface materials suggest

that variations in surface heights as small as one-half

inch (12 mm) can impede forward motion in visually (or

physically) impaired persons (Architectural and

Transportation Barriers Compliance Board, 1984; Templer,

1980, 1983).

To summarize, in conceptualizing the characteristics

of walking, there are two levels of analysis that are

most often considered: (1) coordination of movements by

parts or portions of the body; and (2) the entire

organism moving through the environment. At both levels

of analysis, the visual system is critical in the

acquisition and maintenance of walking; however, other

types of stimuli exert control over walking such as

auditory, tactile and proprioceptive. The role of these

other stimuli in controlling walking become more

predominant with visual loss.
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Methodological Issues in the Analysis of Walking

There are, at least, two methodological issues that

have hindered both progress in an experimental analysis

of walking behavior (at both levels of analysis) and the

development of an effective technology. The first issue

is the apparent absence of standardized methods for

measuring walking performances and the lack of

standardized experimental preparations used by

researchers. Mobility researchers and mobility trainers

frequently agree on the complexity of walking, and

identify this fact as a reason for the conspicuous

absence of standardized, objective measures of walking

behaviors (Foulke, 1970; Strelow, Brabyn, & Clark, 1976).
In response to these measurement difficulties, one

researcher has proclaimed that the measurement of

mobility in a scientific sense was not viable and,

instead, has utilized subjective rating scales to

evaluate mobility performances (Kay, 1974; 1981). The

impact of this lack of standardized measures of walking
on mobility rehabilitation and technology is reflected in
the following passage that appears in the national plan

report by the Panel on Visual Impairment and its

Rehabilitation (1983):

Research is needed on the basic skills and
senses related to mobility and orientation.
The contributions to mobility of the various
attributes of vision need to be identified. No
accepted method exists for evaluating and
grading orientation and mobility performance,
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but there appears to be considerable potential
for developing standard testing procedures
quantitatively or qualitatively grading these
skills in both partially sighted and nonsighted
individuals. The development of such methods
would facilitate and encourage correlations of
visual function with other senses and skills
(P-7).

The passage above suggests that the emergence of a

standard experimental approach and standard measures

would be beneficial to advancing an analysis of walking

at both levels described in the previous section.

The second methodological issue that seems to have

hindered the emergence of an effective analysis of

walking, as well as hindered the development of standard
measures of walking, is related to conceptualizations

about behavior in general It is important to point out

that these two issues are not mutually exclusive. The

manner in which research questions about walking are

raised and the s ic experimental approach utilized by

researchers are influenced, to a large degree, by the

manner in which behavior is conceptualized. For example,

some of the research on motor skills involved in walking

has been criticized because many of the important

environmental variables that contribute to the

acquisition of motor skills involved in walking are not

controlled directly. Hart (1980) suggests that

researchers have based studies on the assumption that

movement is the basis for cognitive learning The

research findings relative to motor activities increasing
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cognitive functioning are of three primary types: (1)

correlative studies in which comparisons are made between

mental, academic, perceptual, and motor scores; (2)

experimental studies in which programs of perceptual

motor education are evaluated by the extent to which they

change other attributes; and (3) studies of the

development of perceptual-motor capacities in infants.

Hart (1980) has criticized the findings from some of this
research on the basis of "confusing methodological

approaches and assumptions, too short training periods,
lack of controls of the independent variables, small

numbers of subjects, undifferentiated samples, inadequate

statistical techniques, inadequate reporting and over¬

interpretation and over-generalization of findings." (p.

15) "However faulty the research findings," states Hart,

"the theories are being used across the country as the

basis for various training curricula." (p. 15)

Much of the research literature in orientation and

mobility describes conceptualizations of walking behavior

by visually impaired individuals primarily in terms of

cognitions or schema formed (or not formed), and in terms

of information processing. One theory, for example,

describes various cognitive features that are required in

order for any sensory aid to enhance mobility

performance:

Any sensory aid to mobility must allow the
formation of a spatial percept, otherwise the
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skills described could not be demonstrated with
the speed and grace of a sighted person. This
must be a fundamental supposition. To execute
a mobility task, the input information to the
spatial senses must stimulate a percept related
to the task and the sensory inputs must be in
the form that such a percept can be formed.
This becomes a prerequisite to mobility for
blind persons and is not merely the outcome of
the design of a specific device. It was only
necessary to have a means for observing
behavior from which a general conclusion could
be deduced. Any device which is to be used for
aiding mobility should meet this basic
requirement. The actual form of the sensory
input and the initial response to it are not
important, provided that the percept formed is
quickly learned and can be used in conjunction
with other percepts—or spatial inputs from
other senses (Kay, 1974, pp.33-35).

Other mobility researchers have proposed similar

theories to account for efficient and safe walking

behavior by visually impaired individuals (e.g., Foulke,

1970; Kay, 1974; Mettler, 1987). Apparently, none of

these theories seem to be comprehensive enough to explain

the total phenomenon of orientation and mobility (Welsh &

Blasch, 1980), and one researcher has suggested that the

absence of a general theory of mobility has hindered the

refinement of training methods and the design of

instruments intended to assist mobility (Foulke, 1970).

It is argued here that there is not so much a need

for a general theory of mobility as there is a need to

integrate selected forms of experimental methods and

measures of walking into an existing comprehensive

theoretical framework of human behavior. For example,

conceptualizing walking as "operant behavior" has several
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advantages in terms of methodology, theory, and practice.

The remainder of this section will describe some of these

advantages.

Operant Behavior and Walking

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of

orientation and mobility rehabilitation for visually

impaired individuals or to determine the effectiveness of

any sensory aid or environmental design to enhance

walking behavior by visually impaired individuals, it is

necessary to specify the relevant features of walking

behavior in the most precise, detailed terms possible.

This strategy is similar to the methodological strategy

used in the analysis of operant behavior in which a

specific behavior is recorded automatically in a

controlled environment, relatively free of problems of

observer bias or test validity. The advantages of the

direct measurement of walking, like operant behavior,

depend upon the reliablity of the recording system, the

adequacy of the sample duration of behavior, and the

interaction between the recording system and the behavior

being sampled (Lindsley, 1964; Skinner, 1938).

One good example of the advantages of adopting this

methodological strategy involves a series of

demonstrations that were conducted to examine the utility

of various computer-analyzed measures of mobility (Brabyn

& Strelow, 1977). One of these demonstrations examined
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walking performances of six subjects walking straight
toward an designated target under three different

conditions: (1) sighted walking; (2) walking with

degraded vision, in which the experimental room was

darkened, a light was mounted at a height of 1.6 meters
on a pole, and a face mask of diffusing glass was worn by
subjects to reduced light perception to a blur extending
over 30-40 degrees of the visual field; and (3) auditory

walking, in which the light described immediately above
was replaced by a metronome (set to 1.5 Hz) mounted at
the same height. The subjects performed each of these
three tasks ten times and the order of conditions were

different for each subject. Deviations in speed and path

trajectory by subjects increased under the degraded
vision and auditory control, and average walking speeds

by subjects decreased under these same two conditions.
Because the computerized measurement system utilized

in the demonstrations above is one of the most impressive

types of direct measurement used in mobility research, a

brief description is warranted. Essentially, the

measuring system uses two mechanical sensors that

register subject position by measuring the length of a

Dacron line connecting the subject to each sensor.

Photoelectric systems then convert the mechanical signal
to electrical signals, and a digital computer transforms

these signals into a two-dimensional Cartesian coordinate
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representation of the space within which the subject
moves (Strelow, Brabyn, & Clark, 1976). The system,

however, may have a drawback regarding the mechanical
sensors. The position of a subject is determined by the

subject's distance from two measuring points. The

apparatus used measures the length of two lines joining
the subject to the two measuring points (i.e., the line
take-up reels). The two reels are positioned in the

laboratory at opposite ends of a long wall. A third line
is attached to another reel in the middle of the opposite

wall and acts to balance the pull of the subject exerted

by the two measuring drums. The measuring lines are

attached to a circular washer that is in turn fastened to

a 1 meter pole. The pole is attached to a leather
harness that is worn on the subject's back. The three

line tensions are equal under static conditions but vary

when the subject accelerates because of the inertia of
the drums and take-up weights used to wind up the line.

Higher accelerations by the subject can be tracked by

increasing the tensioning weights, but at the cost of

increasing the forces acting on the subject. Thus, there
is a remote possibility that the measuring system may

interact with the performance of the subject. Therefore,

the tensioning weights are kept as low as possible to

minimize extraneous variables that may affect position

detection by the subject (Strelow, Brabyn, & Clark,
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1976). Although these researchers report that careful
calibration of mechanical sensors will minimize the

possibility introducing confounding variables, it seems

clear that other forms of direct measurement that yield

accurate measures of the same dependent variables (i.e.,

directional continuity and walking speed), and which are

not attached directly onto the subject's body may be more

desirable.

When standard measures of walking speeds are used in

mobility research, researchers can describe performances

by subjects with greater accuracy, as well as draw
inferences with greater precision. For example,

reduction of average walking speeds (the total path

length traversed per unit time) is a measure of impeded
walking; however, some reports suggest that solely

interpreting changes in average speed as means to

evaluate impeded mobility may be misleading (Brabyn &

Strelow, 1977; Dodds et al., 1983). A slower speed of

walking, for example, may indicate impeded mobility, but

competent walking is likely to be characterized by

moderate speed and not necessarily the maximum of which a

visually impaired individual is capable. With respect to

the effects of various textures used in continuous

shorelines, changes in walking speed can be a useful

measure of impeded walking if control procedures are

conducted under the most optimal shoreline conditions
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(Brabyn & Strelow, 1977) and under the least optimal

shoreline conditions (Templer, 1980). The average

walking speed generated under these two control

conditions can be compared to that under various textured

surface conditions.

Although walking has not received extensive

investigation in operant-behavior research laboratories,

it is possible to describe walking in the language common

to operant theorists and researchers. For example, in

describing how forms of walking can be affected by

environmental consequences, Skinner (1953) suggests that:

"if the differential contingencies change, the topography

of behavior changes with them. Even the very common

responses which enable us to walk upright continue to be

modified by the environment. When we walk on the deck of

a ship at sea, a special set of contingencies prevails in

maintaining our orientation in the gravitational field.

The new differential reinforcement sets up "sea legs."

At the end of the voyage the old contingencies work a

reverse change" (p. 96). A major implication of

conceptualizing walking as operant behavior is that an

analysis of walking necessarily expands the range of

controlling variables examined. In this analysis, the

effects of the consequences of walking are examined as

well as the effects of antecedent stimuli on walking.
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The implications of conceptualizing walking as

operant behavior are important at both of the levels of

analysis described previously. For example, within the

context of motor skills involved in walking, reflexes

employing the striped muscles are involved directly in

maintaining posture. Some of these well-defined

responses are effective enough to be acquired as part of
the genetic equipment of the organism. The role of the

environment in controlling these various motor skills

involved in normal walking has received far less

discussion by researchers. Walking, as operant behavior,
is concerned with that part of the environment in which

conditions for effective action are more unstable and

where genetic endowment is less probable (Skinner, 1953).

Some experimenters have noted that walking movements

produce stimulus changes in an infant's environment

(i.e., tactile, visual, auditory, kinesthetic) that

directly reinforce walking, and have suggested that

instrumental learning, as well as reflex activity, is

critical to the development of walking (Zelazo, Zelazo, &

Kolb, 1972). Howard and Templeton (1966) suggest that

spatial behavior is not only conditioned by ways in which

the body is constructed and moves, but also by the nature

of the physical world in which the body moves. Thus,

from an operant-behavior perspective of walking, an

expanded form of analysis at this level should examine
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the consequences of walking (i.e., the consequences of
each movement or step, posture, or gait, as well as

stimulus conditions under which particular consequences

control these behaviors).

An operant-behavior perspective would also examine
those environmental consequences that are imposed on the

individual who is walking, and examine the manner in

which vision contributes to successful walking behavior

under such conditions. In most circumstances, an

individual develops effective walking behaviors and

adjusts to the spatial world because visual stimulation
from various objects set the occasion upon which certain

responses lead to particular consequences, such as

physical contact with those objects. The visual field
can be the occasion for walking, as well as effective

manipulatory action related to other operant behavior.
Under these circumstances, the contingencies responsible

for walking are generated by the relations between visual
and tactual stimulation characteristic of physical

objects (Skinner, 1953). The contingencies responsible
for walking, however, change considerably when visual
stimulation from physical objects is no longer possible.

Under these circumstances the nature of stimulus control

is primarily under auditory and tactual stimulation, as

well as under proprioceptive stimulation (Peel, 1974;

Welsh & Blasch, 1980). Orientation and mobility
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specialists primarily devote their skills and services to

the visually impaired population in an effort to

establish effective stimulus control over walking.

However, the opportunities for establishing stimulus

control are severely limited because nearly all

environments in which people walk are designed to favor

individuals with vision, or individuals without

significant visual impairment.

The implications of conceptualizing walking as

operant behavior have been directed towards three

important areas: (1) methodology and standardized

measures of walking; (2) integration of research from two

levels of analysis; and (3) rehabilitation and technology

in the field of orientation and mobility. Rather than

invoking a new theory of walking, the previous review

describes the expansion of an operant-behavior

perspective and methodology to the analysis of walking.

One of the highest forms of integration in science occurs

when researchers recognize similarities in the relevant

variables between experiments in one field and other

experiments in an apparently remote area of research

(Sidman, 1960). For example, detection research (which

is typically the domain of the psychophysical laboratory)

has merged with stimulus control and behavior acquisition

research (which is the domain of the experimental

analysis of behavior), and the result of this integration
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is a sophisticated analysis and technology for the

detection of small tumor simulations in a life-like model

of a human breast (Pennypacker, 1986).

This dissertation, therefore, addresses some of the

methodological issues in orientation and mobility

research, and addresses the issues that arise from

conceptualizing walking as operant behavior. The

following experiments examine the effects of different

ground surfaces that affect walking behavior in visually

restricted persons. There are two reasons for conducting

experiments on this particular topic. First, many

mobility researchers and rehabilitation specialists have

identified the need for and the potential of modifying

ground surfaces to aid visually impaired persons in

efficient and safe walking, particularly in complex

environmental settings. According to the national plan

report by the Panel on Visual Impairment and its

Rehabilitation (1983):

Enhanced "human engineering" studies are needed
to aid partially sighted, legally blind, and
nonsighted persons. Appropriate coding for
guidance purposes, for example through the use
of wall colors and/or textured surfaces, floor
color and textures, and special lighting, can
enhance visual and nonvisual cues to aid
function and mobility; all of these should be
investigated. One possiblity is to use special
floor-tile textures to guide individuals to
specific locations . . . The development of
appropriate simulated environments would be
valuable in studies to aid the rehabilitation
of the visually impaired patient (p.7-8).
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Thus, it is reasonable to direct an experimental

analysis towards an area of research that appears to be

in great demand, and which may have important and

immediate applications for the field of orientation and

mobility.

The second reason for examining the effects of

ground surface modifications on walking behavior is that,

relative to other areas of research in mobility, this

particular area of research appears to be the most

advanced in terms of standardized measures of walking

behaviors and standardized experimental techniques.

Indeed, if integrating the results from an experimental

analysis of walking behavior into a general analysis and

theory of operant behavior is a critical step in the

directing orientation and mobility towards a natural

science of walking behaviors, then the most reasonable

starting point for this analysis would be to examine what

might be considered the existing "state-of-the-art"

because many of the advantages gained from such an

integration would become more evident in an area of

research that is on the threshold of becoming an

experimental analysis. Thus, the following dissertation

(1) develops a measurement system to compare walking

behaviors engendered by various ground surfaces and (2)

begins to integrate the results and interpretations from

this research into a behavior analytic framework similar
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to that which describes other forms of operant behavior

under stimulus control.

Although previous studies have examined either

straight-line walking or decreases in walking speed as a

function of shoreline characteristics, the present

experiments examined both measures of straight-line

walking and walking speed as a function of walking

surfaces. A simultaneous comparison is critical because

these measures do not necessarily covary. For example, a

change in walking surface designed to improve straight-

line walking may create a hazard and result in a decrease

in walking speed.

Experiment 1 compared measures of walking generated

under both a continuous shoreline condition and under a

no shoreline condition with those generated under two

different heights of a textured surface material.

Experiment 2 applied the procedures developed in

Experiment 1 to compare two emergent cane motions used by

the subjects.



EXPERIMENT ONE

Introduction

Previous research on the effects of walking-surface

conditions as a mobility aid for visually impaired persons

has examined either straight-line walking, measured by

visual observers recording path deviations, or impeded

walking, measured by visual observers recording the

frequency of cane or body contact with street obstacles

(Templer, 1980). Other studies have demonstrated the

utility of a computerized measurement system to examine
simultaneously changes in path deviations and changes in
walking speed; however, these demonstrations did not include
a examination of the effects of various walking-surface

conditions on these two measures of walking (Brabyn &

Strelow, 1977). The first experiment simultaneously
examined changes in directional continuity and changes in
forward speed as a function of changes in four walking-
surface conditions. Two of the four walking-surface

conditions were control procedures and two consisted of

varied textured surfaces. The first control condition was a

continuous 90°-shoreline that was used to simulate a 90°

junction formed between a wall and a sidewalk. Such

28
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conditions generally produce straight-line walking and
forward speeds representative of mobility under optimal
conditions (Blasch & Hiatt, 1983; Brabyn & Strelow, 1977;

Templer, 1980). The second control condition was a smooth,
open surface (i.e., no joints or surface variation) that has
been shown to result in poor mobility performance and

greater path deviations in comparison to those performances

produced by continuous shorelines (Aiello & Steinfeld, 1979;
Architectural and Transportation Barriers Compliance Board,

1984; Braf, 1974; Templer, 1980).

If textured walking surfaces are useful to maintain

straight-line walking by visually impaired persons, and
beneficial to safe walking by visually impaired persons in

general, then this experiment may show how closely walking
under textured walking surfaces approximates walking under

optimal conditions, particularly with respect to the two

dependent measures described above. Previous research

suggests that textured walking surfaces may produce

straight-line, efficient walking in visually impaired

persons; However, depending on physical dimensions (i.e.,

height, spacing between textured stimuli, and so on),
textured walking surfaces may impede walking, as indicated

by reductions in walking speeds (Templer, 1980; 1983). This
experiment addressed two questions. The first question was

concerned with how walking by visually restricted subjects

under the control of textured stimuli of differing heights
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compared to walking behavior under the control of a 90°-

shoreline or under control of the smooth surface. The

second question was concerned with determining whether a

simultaneous examination of directional continuity and

walking speed by these subjects would reveal orderly changes

in these two measures as a function of variations in the

walking surface conditions.

Method

Subjects

Three subjects volunteered to serve in the present

experiment by responding to a subject recruitment notice

posted in the administration office of South Shore Mental

Health Center. The age, gender and height of each subject

were as follows: Subject 1 was a 26-year-old female and was

5'8" (173 cm) in height; Subject 2 was a 27-year-old female

and was 5'6" (168 cm) in height; and Subject 3 was a 36-

year-old male and was 5'6" (168 cm) in height. None of the

subjects had visual deficits or wore corrective lenses.

Additionally, none had received formal training in the area

of visual impairments, cane use, or orientation and

mobility.

In order to eliminate vision, one 5.1 cm x 6.35 cm

adhesive eye occlusor (Coverlet) was placed over each closed

eye of the subjects. A pair of optical light-block glasses

were also worn by the subjects. These glasses were
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constructed of a black, opaque, flexible plastic with

circular strips of foam that fit snug against each eye when
an elastic strap was tightened around the back of the

subject's head. Subjects reported that the fit was

comfortable and that they could not see anything following
this preparation. The experimental preparations for these

subjects in some ways are similar, although temporary, to
those conditions encountered by persons with accidental

complete visual loss (Brabyn & Strelow, 1977; Olson, 1982;

Welsh, 1980). Each subject also wore ear plugs in order to
attenuate extraneous sounds that may contribute to

orientation or produce results that may confound the tactile
control produced by various surfaces. Subjects were

provided a round-tipped (6.5 mm diameter), aluminum cane

fitted in length for persons between 5'5" (165 cm) and 5'8"

(173 cm), which is the approximate distance from the tip of
the cane touching the floor to the top of the handle

touching the subject's breast bone. Subjects wore rubber
tennis shoes and each subject wore the same pair of shoes

for the duration of the experiment.

Apparatus

Figure 1 shows a vertical section of a detection panel
constructed to record pressure exerted by subjects as they

traversed the experimental path. The length (6 meters) and

the width (1.5 meters) of the experimental path provided



FIGURE 1 A vertical cross-section view of a detection
panel (1 meter x 0.5 meter).
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utilization of the maximum amount of space for examining

walking performances within the limitations of the

dimensions of the experimental room (9.75 meters x 5.48

meters). Detection panels (1 meter x 0.5 meter) were

constructed by securing pressure-sensitive Tapeswitch

(under-rug) flexible relay switches to a smooth tile floor

and placing acrylic sheets over the runners. The relay

switches were connected by 20 gauge electrical wire to

transformers that activated the running time meters.

Detection panels were placed next to one another to

form three adjacent straight pathways (6 meters x 0.5

meter), and were wired together forming a series of panels
to measure the total time spent on any of the three

pathways: (1) the central series detected pressure exerted

by subjects walking on the central series under the various
surface conditions tested; (2) the right series detected

pressure exerted by subjects veering to the right of the

central series; and (3) the left series detected pressure

exerted by subjects veering to the left of the central

series. Figure 2 shows the experimental path layout and

electromechanical equipment placement. The width of the

central series (0.5 meters) was similar to that described by

Peel (1974) as a width that would permit subjects to emit

the "correct" arc width and extent of cane contact. (Peel

specifically describes the origin of this distance as the

"lateral limit of the cane's swing: half of the mean of the



FIGURE 2. Path layout and placement of detection panels
time meters, response counters, and
electromechanical equipment.
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male population's shoulder width plus 5 cm, or approximately
27 cm from the center of the pathway). One of the dependent

measures, the duration of time spent by subjects on each of

the panel series, was recorded directly by elapsed time
meters connected to each series of panels; If subjects

stepped on two adjacent series with one foot simultaneously,

then the corresponding elapsed time meters were operated as

long as pressure was applied to the flexible relay switches.
Two sets of 43.2 cm x 58.4 cm start switch pads (Lafayette

Model 63515) located at both ends of the pathway were each

wired through a latching relay to a response counter. The

switch pads were operated by pressure exerted by subjects

stepping off any of the three series of panels after walking
the entire 6 meter long pathway. The latching relay

circuitry was arranged to allow only one count per

traversal; the latched relay became unlatched only by the

activation of the start switch pad on the opposite end of

the pathway. The response counters, therefore, recorded

each complete path traversal (i.e., one counter activation

per six meters walked) and were used to calculate the

average speed of each 1 meter panel length walked by

subjects. Walking speed was defined as the number of one-

meter panel lengths traversed for the total duration of

trial. (Turnaround time, the amount of time subjects spent

off either end of the pathway in order to turnaround, and

time off the pathway on the extreme right or left sides were
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included in calculating walking speed). The duration of
each trial was controlled by a timer that was operated when

the subjects stepped from the 15.2 cm x 55.9 cm start switch
pad (Lafayette Model 63516) located before panel 1 of the
central pathway. The connection between this start switch

pad and the timer passed through an adaptor switch

(Lafayette Model 63515AS) that permitted switch opening
rather than a switch closure to activate the timer.

Prior to each session the recording equipment was

calibrated by the experimenter by walking the length of each
series three times. Each step was placed approximately in

the middle of each detection panel and allowing only one

step per panel. Each elapsed time meter was compared

following this procedure to ensure that the times were

approximately equal (i.e., clock times were within 0.1
seconds of each other). This procedure was repeated, one

foot stepping on the left and center series simultaneously,
and on the center and right series simultaneously.

Following this procedure, the elapsed time meters were

compared, again, to ensure the left and right time meters

were approximately equal and the central series was twice
the amount of either the left or right. (The term

"calibration" is used here only to describe the procedure

that was conducted to ensure consistent activation of the

time meters and that there were no major descrepencies

between the values from these time meters. There is no
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reason to expect the times to be exactly the same because

there is no reason to assume that the experimenter walked on

each series precisely at the same speed. A more precise
calibration method would involve using a moving object that:

(1) weighs an amount sufficient to activate the relay
switches controlling the timers; (2) moves at a constant

speed; and (3) contains an internal clock that can be used

generate values to compare to those from the various time
meters. Unfortunately at the time Experiments 1 and 2 were

conducted, no such object was available).

Procedure

Throughout Experiment 1, smooth tiles were secured onto

each detection panel of the left and right panel series, and
tiles on the central series were either textured or smooth

depending on the experimental condition. Subjects were

exposed to four walking-surface conditions which are

illustrated in Figure 3. The four experimental conditions
were as follows:

Continuous 90°-shoreline - This condition
served as one of two control conditions. The
central panels were covered with a smooth rubber
surface and lined on both sides with wood panels.
This arrangement provided a continuous 90°-
shoreline (6 meters long) on either side of the
central pathway. The height of the shoreline was
8.5 cm from the rubber-surface base of the central
panels. The height of this shoreline corresponds
to the approximate height of a cove base typically
attached to walls at point where a wall abuts a
floor. A wooden shoreline is one of the most
effective environmental designs for straight-line
walking (Blasch & Hiatt, 1983).



FIGURE 3. A horizonal cross-section of the left, center,
and right panel series under each experimental
condition (not drawn to scale).
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Smooth surface - This served as the second
control condition. The central panels were
covered with the same smooth rubber surface as
those attached to the left and right panels,
yielding a 1.5-meter wide smooth single path.

Textured surface - There were two textured-
surface conditions:

1 mm texture - Under this condition, the
central panels were covered with raised rubber
circular surfaces 1 mm in height, 26 mm in
diameter, and spaced 9 mm from other adjacent
raised rubber surfaces.

2 mm texture - Under this condition, the
central panels were covered with raised rubber
circular surfaces 2 mm in height, 20 mm in
diameter, and spaced 7 mm from other adjacent
raised rubber surfaces.

For both textured surfaces, the height of the tile base

(i.e., excluding the height of the raised rubber circular

surfaces) was 2.5 mm, which was the same height as the tile
base for the left and right panels. Thus, there were no

gaps or height variations at any points at which the left

and right panels contacted the central panels.

Prior to the start of the first session in Experiment

1, the experimenter escorted each blindfolded subject into

the experimental room to an area approximately 30 cm from

the edge of the pathway and delivered the following set of

instructions:

Please step up to the path and stop when you
reach the edge. Hold your cane in front of you
with the grip aligned to the midsection of your
abdomen. Now place the tip on the surface
directly in front of you. When I say you can
begin, I want you to walk to the end of the path
and step off. Then I want you to turn around and
walk back to the place you are now standing and,



again, turn around. You will repeat walking back
and forth for five minutes.

Let me assist you in lifting the cane and
moving the tip of your cane over here (i.e., the
tip was placed between the left panel and central
panel). Now, let me assist you in lifting the
cane and moving the tip of your cane over here
(i.e., the tip was placed between the right panel
and central panel). As you walk back and forth on
the path, I want you to try to stay within these
two points. If you should find yourself
disoriented or if you walk off the path, do the
best you can to find these two points and continue
walking between them. When I say "stop", please
stop walking, remain standing at that stopping
point, and wait for me to escort you back to the
beginning of the path. Please do not take
additional steps forward or backward. After I
escort you to the beginning of the path, I will
record the data, reset the equipment, and we will
begin another trial.

If you wish to do so, you may take a break
between trials. Once a trial begins I will not
answer any questions until the trial is completed.
If you do not have any questions, we can begin.

For all conditions in Experiment 1, there were no

direct consequences arranged for subjects either for walking

speed or for remaining within the specified area.

Experimental trials were 5 min in duration. Table 1 shows

the number of trials under the four experimental conditions

and the order of exposure for each subject. All subjects

were exposed to experimental conditions until two of the

dependent measures (absolute time allocated to left,

central, and right panel series, and walking speed) appeared

stable for at least five trials. (Appendix A contains

statistical analyses of the representative data points of

walking speed used to determine stability of this dependent
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Table 1

Summary of the experimental conditions (in order) for
Subjects 1, 2, and 3 with the number of trials under each
condition.

Subject Experimental Condition # of Trials

1 90° 26
2 mm 20
1 mm 10

Smooth 16
1 mm 14
2 mm 10
90° 12

Smooth 13

2 90° 13
Smooth 18
2 mm 10
1 mm 20

Smooth 16
1 mm 13
2 mm 11
90° 13

3 Smooth 15
1 mm 20
2 mm 14
90° 15

Smooth 14
1 mm 10
2 mm 13
90° 10
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measure under each experimental condition). A third

dependent measure, the amount of time subjects were off the

pathway per trial was calculated by subtracting the sum of

the times allocated to the left, center, and right panel

series from the 300-s trial duration. Time off the pathway

data are included in the results; however, the stability of

these data was not a factor in determining changes in

experimental conditions. For the fourth dependent measure,

turnaround time, these values for time off the pathway were

divided by the mean number of turns per trial to determine

the mean time per turn under each condition. Experimental

sessions were conducted three to four days per week and were

approximately one-hour in duration. Thus, subjects were

exposed to approximately ten trials per session, depending

on whether the condition was changed within the session.

When the condition was changed within the session, subjects

were escorted outside the experimental room to a chair in

the waiting area. The amount of time required to change the

surfaces on the central panels was approximately 5 min for

the smooth and textured surface, and approximately 8 min for

the 90°-shoreline.

Results

All subjects generally walked back and forth on the

pathway at different speeds, depending upon the experimental

condition under examination. Time spent on the central
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panels was highest under the 90°-shoreline condition and

lowest under the smooth-surface condition for all subjects.

Replacement of the smooth-surface central panels with either

textured surface resulted in a reduction in time spent on

the left and right panels and increased time on the central

panels for all subjects when the 90°-shoreline was absent.

Figures 4-6 show the number of one-meter panel lengths

walked per minute for all trials, and show summary data of

the mean walking time allocated by subjects to the left,

center, and right panel series, and the amount of time

subjects were off the pathway. The arrows in the top

portions of Figures 4-6 indicate the first data point of

the representative trials used to determine stability under

that condition. Thus, that data point, and all points to

the right of it correspond to the summary data in the middle

and bottom portions of that same figure.

During the first exposure to the 90°-shoreline

condition, walking speeds for Subject 1 were between 25 and

30 meters per minute for the first 5 trials, and walking

speeds increased over the remaining 21 trials, reaching 38

meters per minute during the last 12 trials (Figure 4 - top

portion). In contrast, walking speeds for Subject 1 during

the second exposure to the 90°-shoreline condition were

between 32 and 40 meters per minute for the first 3 trials,

reaching 40 meters per minute for the remaining 10 trials

under this condition. Under both exposures to the smooth-
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surface condition, walking speeds by Subject 1 decreased to

approximately 30 meters per minute. Under the 1 mm-

textured-surface condition, walking speeds for this subject

increased to levels similar to those under the 90°-

shoreline.

In comparison to the results from the experimental

conditions described immediately above, walking speeds for

Subject 1 were lowest during the first eleven trials under

the first exposure to the 2 mm-textured-surface condition,

averaging 25 meters per minute. By the end of this

condition, Subject 1 walked approximately 32 meters per

minute. During the second exposure to the 2 mm-textured-

surface condition, Subject 1 walked 29 meters per minute in

the first trial, and walking speeds increased to an average

of 38 meters per minute for the remaining 9 trials under

this condition

With the exception of the results under the 2 mm-

textured-surface condition and the initial trials under the

90°-shoreline condition, there were no discernible

differences in walking speeds between the first and second

exposure to the different experimental conditions for

Subject 1.

For Subject 1, walking times allocated to the central

panels were highest under the 90°-shoreline condition

averaging 187 seconds during the first exposure and 197

seconds during the second exposure (Figure 4 - middle



FIGURE 4. Summary data for Subject 1. The open boxes
and filled boxes represent the results from
the first and second exposure to each
condition, respectively. The top portion
shows the number of one-meter panel lengths
walked per minute from all trials. The arrows
point to the first data points for the
representative set of data used to determine
stability. The middle portion shows mean
walking time on panels. The bottom portion
shows the amount of time the subject was off
the pathway. The data in the middle and
bottom portions of this figure correspond to
the representative data shown in the top
portion.
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portion). Under the smooth-surface condition, times
allocated to the central panels for Subject 1 decreased to

an average of 103 seconds per trial (first exposure), and an

average of 114 seconds per trial (second exposure) and times
allocated to left and right panels were approximately 35

seconds per trial. When a 1 mm-textured-surface was placed

on the central panels, Subject 1 allocated an average of 158

seconds per trial (first exposure) and an average of 167

seconds per trial (second exposure) to the central panels.

In comparison to the first exposure to the 1 mm-textured-
surface condition, during the second exposure, Subject 1

allocated less time on the left panels (from 30 seconds per

trial to 20 seconds per trial) and allocated slightly more

time on the right panels (from 19 seconds per trial to 21

seconds per trial). Under the 2 mm-textured-surface

condition, this subject allocated an average of 150 seconds

walking time to the central panels during the first and
second exposures. Subject 1 decreased the average time

allocated to the left panels from 32 seconds per trial

(first exposure) to 21 seconds per trial (second exposure),

and decreased the average time allocated to the right panels

from 27 seconds per trial (first exposure) to 14 seconds per

trial (second exposure).

Because the 90°-shoreline restricted all walking by

subjects to the central panels, the amount of time off the

pathway under the 90°-shoreline conditions indicate
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turnaround time exclusively. Subject 1 spent approximately

100 seconds and 110 seconds off the pathway during the first

and second exposure to the 90°-shoreline condition,

respectively (Figure 4 - bottom portion). Under the smooth-
surface condition, this subject spent more time off the

panels (approximately 120 seconds per trial) and these time
values were more variable than those under the other

conditions. Subject 1 decreased the amount of time spent

off the pathway under both exposures to the 1 mm- and under

the first exposure to the 2 mm-textured-surface condition

(approximately 90 seconds per trial). During the second

exposure to the 2 mm-textured-surface condition, Subject 1
increased the average amount of time off the panels to

approximately 110 seconds per trial. This increase in time
off the pathway is most likely due to this subject spending
more time on either end of the pathway than on the extreme

left and right sides because time allocated to the left and

right panels is lower during the second exposure and there

was no concomitant increase in the average time allocation

to the central panels.

Walking speeds for Subject 2 during the first exposure

to the 90°-shoreline condition averaged 26 meters per minute

for the first five trials, and increased to an average of 29

meters per minute for the remaining eight trials (Figure 5 -

top portion). When this condition was reinstated, walking

speeds for Subject 2 increased slightly to an average of 34
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meters per minute. Under the smooth-surface condition,

walking speeds for this subject averaged 27 meters per

minute during the first exposure. During the second

exposure to this condition, walking speeds for this subject

initially decreased during the first six trials to

approximately 15 meters per minute; however, walking speeds

gradually increased with repeated trials under this

condition to an average of 21 meters per minute, although

walking speeds never reached levels comparable those during

the first exposure to the smooth-surface condition.

Under the 1 mm-textured-surface condition (first

exposure), walking speeds for Subject 2 averaged 27 meters

per minute for the first eleven trials, and then decreased

to an average of 22 meters per minute for the last nine

trials. When the 1 mm-textured-surface condition was

reinstated, walking speeds for Subject 2 increased slightly

to an average of 25 meters per minute. Introducing the

2 mm-textured-surface condition (first exposure) for this

subject resulted in similar walking speeds to those under

the 1 mm-textured-surface condition (approximately 24

meters per minute). When the 2 mm-textured-surface

condition was reinstated, this subject showed an abrupt

increase in walking speeds similar to that described for the

first subject; Subject 2 walked 22 meters per minute in the

first trial, and then increased walking speeds to an average

of 33 meters per minute for the remaining ten trials.



FIGURE 5. Summary data for Subject 2. The top portion
shows the number of one-meter panel lengths
walked per minute from all trials. The middle
portion shows mean walking time on panels.
The bottom portion shows the amount of time
the subject was off the pathway.
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With the exception of the walking speeds under the

smooth-surface condition, walking speeds for Subject 2 were

higher under the second exposure to the various experimental

conditions than under the first exposure.

For Subject 2, walking times allocated to the central

panels averaged 194 seconds per trial during the first

exposure, and increased slightly to an average of 196

seconds per trial during the second exposure to the 90°-

shoreline condition (Figure 5 - middle portion). Under the

1 mm-textured-surface condition (first exposure), this

subject allocated approximately 195 seconds per trial to the

central panels and 187 seconds per trial during the second

exposure to this same condition. These decreases in times

allocated to the central panels were accompanied by

increases in average times allocated to the left panels

(from 5 seconds to 9 seconds) and to the right panels (from

8 seconds to 11 seconds). Under the 2 mm-textured-surface

condition, Subject 2 allocated an average of 179 seconds per

trial to the central panels during the first exposure, and

an average of 200 seconds per trial to the central panels

during the second exposure. These increases in times

allocated to the central panels were accompanied by

decreases in times allocated to the left panels (from 12

seconds per trial to 4 seconds per trial) and by a decrease

(approximately 13 second per trial) in the average time off

the pathway (Figure 5 - bottom portion). Walking times
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allocated to the central panels were lowest under the first

exposure to the smooth-surface condition (98 seconds per

trial). During the second exposure to the smooth-surface

condition, central panel time allocations for this subject

increased to an average of approximately 109 seconds per

trial, whereas the average times allocated to the left

panels decreased from 38 seconds to 30 seconds per trail,

and average times allocated to the right panels decreased

from 36 seconds to 32 seconds per trial. Subject 2 was off

the pathway the greatest amount of time under the smooth-

surface condition (approximately 130 seconds per trial).

Average walking speeds for Subject 3 under first and

second exposure to the 90°-shoreline condition were

approximately 32 meters per minute (Figure 6 - top portion).

During the first exposure to the smooth-surface condition,

average walking speeds for this subject decreased to 19

meters per minute. When this condition was reinstated,

average walking speeds for this subject increased to

approximately 27 meters per minute. Average walking speeds

for Subject 3 under the 1 mm-textured-surface condition were

18 meters per minute during the first exposure, and

increased to 31 meters per minute during the second

exposure. When the 2 mm-textured-surface condition was

introduced, Subject 3 walked 17 meters and 16 meters per

minute for the first and second trials, respectively.

During the remaining twelve trials, walking speeds for this



FIGURE 6. Summary data for Subject 3. The top portion
shows the number of one-meter panel lengths
walked per minute from all trials. The middle
portion shows mean walking time on panels.
The bottom portion shows the amount of time
the subject was off the pathway.
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subject increased to approximately 23 meters per minute.

Reinstating this condition for this subject resulted in

variable, and generally higher walking speeds (approximately
30 meters per minutes).

For Subject 3, walking times allocated to the central

panels were highest under the 90°-shoreline condition,

averaging 192 seconds per trial during the first exposure

and 182 seconds per trial during the second exposure (Figure
6 - middle portion). In contrast, central panel allocation
times for Subject 3 were lower under first exposure (96

seconds per trial), and lower still under the second

exposure (62 seconds per trial) to the smooth-surface

condition. Additionally, mean walking time on all panels

for Subject 3 decreased during the second exposure to the

smooth-surface condition which indicates that this subject

spent nearly as much time off all three panel series as on

them. These increases in times off the panels between the

first and second exposure to the smooth-surface condition

are shown in Figure 6 (bottom portion). During the first

exposure to the smooth-surface condition, Subject 3 was off
the panels an average of 72 seconds per trial. When this

condition was reinstated, time off the pathway by this

subject increased to an average of 140 seconds per trial and

the range of variability increased as well.

Under the first exposure to the 1 mm-textured-surface

condition, times allocated to the central panels for Subject
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3 increased to approximately 173 seconds per trial, and left

and right panel time allocations decreased to 21 seconds per

trial and 36 seconds per trial, respectively. Figure 6

(bottom portion) shows an upward trend in the time off the

panels during the first exposure to the 1 mm-textured-

surface condition, averaging 70 seconds per trial and

ranging from 36 seconds to 104 seconds per trial During

the second exposure to this condition, time allocations to

the central panels by Subject 3 decreased from 173 seconds

per trial to 154 seconds per trial, time allocations to the

right panels decreased, on the average, from 36 seconds per

trial to 32 seconds per trial, and time allocations to the

left panels increased, on the average, from 21 seconds per

trial to 28 seconds per trial. Additionally, the time off

the panels increased from an average of 70 seconds per trial

to approximately 85 seconds per trial.

When the 2 mm-textured-surface condition was introduced

to Subject 3, central time allocations increased to 180

seconds per trial (first exposure) and to 184 seconds per

trial (second exposure). For Subject 3 during the second

exposure to this condition, time allocations to the left

panels decreased from 19 seconds to 16 seconds per trial,

and time allocations to the right panels decreased from 22

seconds to 19 seconds per trial. There were no apparent

differences in time off the pathways between the first and
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second exposure to the 2 imn-textured-surface-condition for

this subject.

Mean walking speeds and mean times per turnaround for

all subjects are shown in Table 2. There were some

instances in which increases in walking speed were

accompanied by decreases in turnaround time, that is,

conditions that were correlated with quicker walking also

were correlated with quicker turning. For example, walking

speeds for Subject 1 were higher (approximately 39 meters

per minute), and times per turnaround were lower

(approximately 3 seconds per turnaround) under the 90°-

shoreline than those speeds and turnaround times under the

smooth-surface conditions (approximately 29 meters per

minute and 5 seconds per turnaround, respectively). In

comparison to those values under the 90°-shoreline

conditions, walking speeds for this subject were slightly

higher and turnaround times were slightly lower under the 1

mm-textured-surface condition, whereas under the 2 mm-

textured-surface condition (i.e., the last 7 trials during

the first and second exposures), walking speeds were

slightly lower and times per turn were slightly higher for

Subject 1. Comparisons of those data from the first and

second exposures to each experimental condition show a less

consistent relationship between quicker walking speeds and

quicker turnaround times. For Subject 1, quicker walking

speeds were accompanied by slightly quicker turnaround times
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Table 2

Summary of the mean walking speeds and mean times per
turnaround for Subjects 1, 2, and 3 under each experimental
condition.

Subject Exp. Condition Exposure Walking speed Time/turn

1 90° 1st 38.4 s 3.2 s

2nd 40.5 s 3.1 s

Smooth 1st 29.1 s 4.8 s

2nd 29.2 s 5.0 s

1 mm 1st 40.5 s 2.7 s

2nd 40.8 s 2.7 s

2 mm 1st 32.4 s 3.3 s

2nd 39.9 s 3.4 s

2 90°

Smooth

1 mm

2 mm

1st
2nd
1st
2nd
1st
2nd
1st
2nd

29.0 s

33.2 s

27.0 s

21.5 s

21.9 s

25.3 s

23.8 s

33.9 s

4.4 s

3.7 s

5.6 s

7.1 s

5.1 s

4.4 s

5.2 s

3.2 s

3 90° 1st 31.5 s 4.1 s

2nd 30.3 s 4.7 s

Smooth 1st 19.6 s 4.5 s

2nd 27.2 s 6.1 s

1 mm 1st 17.7 s 4.7 s

2nd 30.7 s 3.3 s

2 mm 1st 23.2 s 4.2 s

2nd 29.7 s 3.3 s
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(90°-shoreline and 1 mm-textured-surface-conditions), or

slightly slower turnaround times (smooth-surface and 2 mm-

textured-surface conditions).

Similar to the results from this subject, the data in

Table 2 show that for Subject 2, quicker walking speeds

under the second exposure to the 90°-shoreline and the 2 mm-

textured-surface condition were accompanied by quicker

turns. For this subject, slight reductions in walking

speeds (first exposure to 90°-shoreline and first exposure

to smooth-surface condition) were accompanied by slightly

slower turns, whereas larger reductions in walking speeds

(first exposure to 90°-shoreline and second exposure to

smooth-surface condition) were accompanied by even slower

turns. However, for Subject 2, reductions in walking speeds

between the first exposure to smooth-surface and first

exposure to the 1 mm-textured-surface conditions were

accompanied by slightly quicker turns under these

conditions. In general, comparisons of mean walking speeds

and mean time per turn within each condition show consistent

results; under each of these conditions, increases in

walking speed were accompanied by decreases in times per

turn (90°-shoreline, 1 mm-textured-surface, and 2 mm-

textured-surface conditions), and decreases in walking speed

were accompanied by increases in times per turn (smooth

surface condition).
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In comparison to the first exposure to the 90°-

shoreline condition for Subject 3, slower walking speeds

under the first exposure to the smooth-surface, 1 mm-

textured-surface, and 2 mm-textured-surface conditions were

accompanied by only slightly slower turns, and when these

three conditions were reinstated, Subject 3 increased

walking speeds in all of these conditions. However, these

increases were accompanied by quicker turns under the 1 mm-

and 2 mm-textured-surface conditions. Under the smooth-

surface condition, increases in walking speed were

accompanied by slower turning. Similarly, with the

exception of the smooth-surface condition, all increases in

walking speeds within each experimental condition were

accompanied by decreases in times per turn. Faster walking

by Subject 3 under the smooth-surface condition was

accompanied by slower turning.

Discussion

When a continuous shoreline is placed on an open,

smooth surface area, the stimuli that comprise that

shoreline can exert control over the walking of a visually

impaired individual and produce a straight line of walking.

In the absence of specific "guiding" stimuli, such as in

open areas, the accuracy of straight-line walking behavior

deteriorates, resulting in veering and inefficient walking.

A continuous shoreline and an open area are two extreme

conditions representing the most optimal and the least
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optimal conditions for unsighted walking, respectively.

These two conditions served as control conditions in the

present experiment.

The results from the two control conditions were

compared to each other, and to the results from the two

textured-surface conditions in order to examine: (1) the

controlling effects of the textured stimuli on maintaining a

straight line of walking (directional continuity); and (2)

the limiting or impeding factors, if any, of the heights of

these textured stimuli on walking speeds. Time allocations

from the central panel series under both textured-surface

conditions were slightly lower than those under the 90°-
shoreline condition indicating that textured surfaces can

produce directional continuity functionally similar to that

produced by a 90°-shoreline. These results support those

from previous studies suggesting that textured surfaces can

be used as a continuous shoreline to maintain straight-line

walking (Aiello and Steinfeld, 1979; Brabyn and Strelow,

1977; Braf, 1974; Templer, 1980; 1983).

The present study differs from previous studies in at

least two ways. The first difference involves the methods

used to assess various characteristics of walking. For

example, some previous studies have examined straight-line

walking indirectly & have provided only a rough description

of walking performances (Aiello & Steinfeld, 1979; Braf,

1974; Templer, 1980; 1983). None of these studies provide
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the standard, quantitative measures of straight-line walking

that are vital to conducting an analysis and necessary in

order to compare results from different experiments on

straight-line walking. In contrast, other studies that

demonstrated the utility of computerized measurement systems

to acquire standard measures did not examine the effects of

various walking surfaces on these measures (Brabyn &

Strelow, 1977). The present study utilized time allocated

to specific areas of the experimental pathway and changes in

walking speeds by subjects as standard, dependent measures

of straight-line walking and impeded walking, respectively.

Thus, the present experiment demonstrates that experimental

questions regarding the utility of textured surfaces on

walking behavior can be answered with respect to two

standard and direct dependent measures.

The second difference betweeen the present study and

previous studies is that, with the exception of one study

(Brabyn & Strelow, 1977), prior studies had limited the

number of trials under each experimental condition to no

more than two or three trials (cf., Templer, 1980; 1983).

In the present study, all subjects were exposed to a minimum

of ten trials (50 min) under each experimental condition.

In assessing the degree of control by various surface

conditions exerted over walking behavior, the number of

trials to which a subject is exposed is critical; the

present study indicates that walking performance can change
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both within experimental sessions with repeated trials, or

between sessions following repeated exposure to experimental

conditions.

The change in walking speeds (both within and between

session) by subjects as a function of the various

experimental conditions ranged from slow and gradual

behavior transitions (such as the performance by Subject 1

during the first exposure to 90°-shoreline condition), to

abrupt and pronounced changes in walking speeds. The abrupt

changes in walking speeds by all three subjects under the

2 mm-textured-surface conditions serves as a good example of

the limiting or impeding factors of some textured stimuli,

as well as demonstrating the importance of using repeated

trials or exposures to experimental conditions.

During the second exposure to the 2 mm-textured-surface

condition, walking speeds by Subject 1 increased abruptly

between trials 1 and 2, to levels comparable to those speeds

generated under 90°-shoreline and under 1 mm-textured-

surface condition. The differences in speeds between the

first and second exposure to the 2 mm-textured-surface

condition were a function of different cane motions used by

Subject 1 (These different cane motions were not measured

directly but were identified by the experimenter viewing the

video recordings of experimental sessions). During the

first exposure, this subject walked with the cane extended

ahead of the body and the cane was dragged from side-to-side
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in an arc motion. Consequently, Subject 1 frequently caught

the cane tip in between the 2 mm raised round stud, thereby

impeding walking and decreasing walking speeds. During the

second exposure to 2 mm, Subject 1 changed the sweeping arc

motion to placing the cane tip to a stationary position

directly in front of the body with the cane tip in between a

column of raised studs. This change resulted in the cane

tip catching less frequently and increased walking speeds by

this subject.

The experimenter noted similar cane motions by Subjects

2 and 3 from viewing the video recordings from their

experimental sessions. During the 2 mm-textured-surface

condition (first exposure), Subject 2 used a sweeping arc

motion and the cane tip frequently caught the raised round

studs. By placing the cane tip in between two columns of

raised studs during the second exposure to this condition,

Subject 2 reduced the frequency of catching the cane tip and

increased the number of meters walked per minute.

For Subject 3, the sweeping arc motion impeded walking

during the first exposure to 1 mm-textured-surface

condition, as indicated by low walking speeds. In

comparison to these results using the sweeping arc motion,

performances by this subject during the second exposure to

1 mm-textured-surface condition, and during both first and

second exposure to 2 mm-textured-surface condition produced

slightly higher walking speeds than those under the first
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exposure to the 1 mm-textured-surface condition. Subject 3,

however, alternated between the sweeping arc motion and

placing the cane tip between two columns of studs during all

subsequent exposures to textured surface conditions.

These results support those from previous studies

suggesting that a surface material used for a shoreline may

improve one aspect of walking (directional continuity) but

may become a potential hazard or impede walking (Templer,

1980; 1983). The present study, however, differs from the

previous studies that did not examine these two aspects of

walking behavior simultaneously. Templer (1983) did not

identify any specific cane motions, nor were there any

indications in these studies that cane motion was controlled

as an independent variable. Although not measured directly

in this experiment, the cane motion used by the subjects

appears to be one of several critical variables that

determines the effect of textured surface height (and most

likely texture configuration and shape) on walking speeds.

Other variables that may affect walking speeds include the

design and dimensions of the cane tip, the amount of

pressure exerted by the subject on the cane, the size of the

arc in the sweeping motion, and so on.

Other questions can be asked in regards to stimulus-

control effects by the various surface conditions on walking

behavior. One question raised by some of the results

concerns the possible relationship between active walking
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and the time required to turn around at the ends of the

pathway in order to repeat pathway traversals. For the

three subjects, the second exposure to the 2 mm-textured-

surface condition resulted in increases in time allocated to

the central panels, decreases in the time allocated to the

left and right panels, and increases in walking speeds. As

consistent as these results appear for these subjects, an

examination of the third dependent variable, amount of time

subject was off the pathway, reveals differences in

performances that are not immediately apparent by examining

just the time allocations and walking speeds. For example,

under the 2 mm-textured-surface condition, Subject 1

increased the amount of time off the pathway from an average

of 89 seconds per trial (first exposure) to an average of

114 seconds per trial (second exposure). When the 2 mm-

textured-surface condition was reinstated, straight-line

walking and walking speeds for Subject 1 increased; however,

the increases in walking speeds did not result in this

subject remaining on the pathway for a greater period of

time during the trials. On the contrary, Subject 1 walked

the length of the pathway quicker and increased the time off

the pathway primarily because there were more opportunities

for turning around to repeat pathway traversals. The mean

times per turn by Subject 1 under the 2 mm-textured-surface

condition were slightly higher during the second exposure

than during the first exposure.
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An examination of the amount of time Subject 2 was off

the pathway reveals an interpretation different from that

for Subject 1. Under the 2 mm-textured-surface condition,

Subject 2 decreased the amount of time off the pathway from

an average of 104 seconds per trial (first exposure) to an

average of 91 seconds per trial. During the second exposure

to this condition, straight-line walking and walking speeds

increased for this subject. In contrast to Subject 1,

although this subject increased the number of opportunities

for turning around by increasing walking speeds, the time

off the pathway decreased primarily because of reductions in

mean times per turnaround. In other words, Subject 2 walked

greater distances within the 300-s trial because this

subject executed the turnaround quicker rather than just

walking quicker.

The amount of time Subject 3 was off the pathway under

the 2 mm-textured-surface conditions was slightly higher

during the second exposure (approximately 82 seconds per

trial) than during the first exposure (approximately 79

seconds per trial). As was described for Subjects 1 and 2,

this subject also walked a greater number of pathway

traversals during the second exposure to the 2 mm-textured-

surface condition and, therefore, increased the

opportunities to turnaround. However, there were only

slight increases in times off the pathway by this subject

during the second exposure because of decreases in times per
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turnaround that accompanied these increases in walking

speeds.

As a dependent measure, the amount of time subjects

were off the pathway is useful for clarifying how variables

such as walking surfaces affect walking speeds and straight-

line walking, particularly when the experimental design

requires subjects to step off the pathway and turnaround in

order to repeat pathway traversals. Unfortunately, due to

the manner in which these measures were derived in the

present experiment, these data provide no basis to determine

quantitatively whether the subjects was off the pathway to

the extreme right or left sides, or off the pathway on

either end of the pathway length. It is reasonable to

assume that when subjects decreased the times allocated to

the left panels and right panels, as in the case of the

2 mm-texture-surface condition, any increases in time off

the pathway were most likely a function of increases in

times spent turning around to repeat pathway traversals.

Under the smooth-surface condition in which subjects

increased time allocated to the left and right panels, the

probability that subjects were off the pathway on the

extreme left and right sides increased. For example, under

the smooth-surface condition, mean walking speeds for

Subject 3 increased during the second exposure from

approximately 20 meters per minute to 27 meters per minute;

therefore, the number of opportunities for turning around
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increased as well. Although the mean time per turn for this

subject increased during the second exposure from

approximately 4.5 seconds per turn to 6 seconds per turn,

these increases could not account for the substantial

increases in time off the pathway from approximately 72

seconds per trial (first exposure) to 140 seconds per trial

(second exposure). Additionally, the distribution of mean

time on the left, center, and right panels for Subject 3

(Figure 6) shows that during the second exposure to the

smooth surface condition, walking appears to be more evenly

distributed across all of these three panels. Thus, Subject

3 appears to be spending substantial amounts of time off the

pathway on the extreme left and right sides during the

second exposure to the smooth-surface condition, which

accounts for large increases in the values for the amounts

of time spent off the pathway.

Another problem with manner in which times off the

pathway were derived was that these measures were directly

influenced by the degree to which the subjects walked on two

panel series simultaneously and activated both running time

meters. As the frequency of activating both running time

meters increased, there was a greater liklihood of assuming

more time was allocated to remaining on the pathway than, in

fact, may have been true. Under the 90°-shoreline

condition, this measure was not confounded by this problem

because the subjects could not walk on the left and right
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panels; whereas under the textured-surface conditions and,

in particular, under the smooth-surface conditions this

dependent measure may have resulted in erroneous

interpretations of walking performances. Similarly, because

these values were used to determine the mean time per turn

(i.e., time spent off the pathway per trial divided by the

number of turnarounds per trial), the same problems apply to

these measures as well. Under these limiting conditions for

interpretation, careful viewing of the video recordings by

the experimenter offered some validation of the

interpretations described above. There is no substitute,

however, for direct measures of the time subjects were off

the pathway. Thus, arranging additional detection panels

around the perimeter of the pathway would provide these

direct measures of subject location when the subject was off

the pathway. Similarly, attaching an additional running

time meter to record relay switch closures from any of the

three panel series is one way to record the total time on

the pathway, and would eliminate the problem described

above. Unfortunately, these direct measures were not used

in the present experiment, nor were they used in Experiment

2.

Measures of overall walking speeds can be influenced by

several characteristics of walking. For example, the degree

of veering to the right and left panels (i.e., either

minimal or excessive veering) can result in a reduction in
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the number of one-meter panel lengths traversed within the

300-s trial. For subjects under the 90°-shoreline

condition, lateral movements to the left and right panels

were restricted by the wooden shoreline and walking was

confined to the central panel series, whereas lateral

movement from the central panel series was unrestricted

under the other conditions.

Another important variable that affects overall walking

speed is the amount of time spent turning around. There

were several instances in which increases in mean walking

speed between the first and second exposures to the

experimental conditions were accompanied by decreases in

mean time per turn, or decreases in mean walking speed

between exposures were accompanied by increases in mean time

per turn. Assuming that the limitations in the data

describing time off the pathway and mean time per turnaround

are minimal (i.e., few simultaneous running time meter

activations or small amounts of time spent off the extreme

left and right sides of the pathway), then these results

suggest that there may be a relationship between walking

speed and turnaround speed. However, it is unclear as to

what aspect of "turning around" is affected under the

experimental conditions. For example, subjects could be

spinning around at a faster speed, or if spinning around is

somewhat constant across experimental conditions, then

differences in time per turnaround may be a function of the
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time subjects spent engaging in orienting motions with their

canes following the spin, and prior to stepping on the

pathway. The behaviors involved in turning around between

pathway traversals need to be identified more precisely and,

if possible, measured directly.

Although the computerized system described by Strelow,

Brabyn and Clark (1976) provides more accurate measures of

subject position than those in the present experiment, the

detection panels have an advantage over the computerized

measurement system described previously. The tension

weights used in the computerized system may be detectable by

subjects and, in the absence of careful calibration of

mechanical sensors and tension weights, the experimenter

could introduce extraneous variables that may affect

position detection. The detection panels used in the

present experiment removes the recording device from the

subject's body and places the device directly on the walking

surface, thereby eliminating these variables. However,

since the extreme edges of the detection pathway were not

flush to the floor of the experimental room, the present

experiment introduces an extraneous variable under the

smooth-surface condition. Thus, the smooth surface served

as the least optimal condition examined in the present

experiment but presumably a "completely smooth surface II

should produce performances by subjects characterized by

less straight-line travel and poorer directional continuity.
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Additionally, walking speeds by subjects should be lower

under completely smooth surfaces because this design would

allow for lateral movements with greater distances and, in

general, fewer panel lengths traversed per trial.

The above considerations suggest that further research

on walking that utilizes detection panels should control for

the extreme edges of the left and right panels, as well as

those edges on either end of the pathway. This can be

accomplished in at least two ways. More acrylic sheets can

be placed on the floor next to the extreme edges of the left

and right panels so that the entire walking surface is one

level. Another possible modification is to countersink the

entire pathway so that the edges of the pathway rise to the

level of the rest of the floor surface.

In summary, the results from Experiment 1 support

previous research on supplementation of environments with

textured surfaces as a mobility aid for visually impaired

persons. A textured surface of either 1 mm or 2 mm can

produce straight-line walking comparable to that produced

when a 90°-shoreline is used, and can produce a speed of

walking comparable to a 90°-shoreline, depending upon the

manner in which the cane is used. These results clarify the

suggestion by Templer (1980; 1983) that textured surfaces

may impede walking. Templer suggests that textured

materials with heights exceeding one-half inch

(approximately 12 mm) can impede walking. In the present
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experiment, only those cane movements perpendicular to the

direction of walking (i.e., a sweeping arc) resulted in

decreases in walking speeds. These anecdotal descriptions

of cane motions suggest that, depending on cane motion used

by subjects, a textured surface that varies by 1 mm can

impede walking and decrease walking speeds. Experiment 2

examined the effects of two cane motions on walking speed

and straight-line walking by measuring directly, these

motions that were described anecdotally in the present

experiment.



EXPERIMENT TWO

Introduction

When few or no structures demarcate a distinct travel

path in an open area, a continuous textured surface placed

on the walking surface can serve as a stimulus to control

walking of visually impaired individuals. In Experiment 1,

blindfolded subjects walking on a 1 mm and 2 mm textured

surface maintained a straight-line of walking similar to

that maintained under a continuous 90°-shoreline condition.

Subjects who maintained contact between the cane tip and the

textured surface allocated nearly all walking time to the

textured surface from the panels on which the surface was

placed.

Although a textured surface may increase straight-line

walking, some of the physical dimensions or the design of

textured material may impede walking speed and counteract

the benefit of directional continuity gained by using the

continuous textured surface. Previous studies suggest that

variation in surface materials exceeding (12 mm) in height

can become a tripping hazard to visually impaired

individuals or can impede forward movement by catching the

cane tip at the point of surface variation (Templer, 1983).

The results from Experiment 1 suggest that raised rubber

79
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studs as small as (2 mm) in height can reduce walking speed

in blindfolded subjects walking with a cane temporarily;

however, the amount or duration of reduced walking speed may

be a function of the cane method used by subjects. Other

variations in the textured material may contribute to

reduced walking speed by these subjects such as the distance

between rubber studs, uniformity or configuration of design

and so on. In Experiment 1, cane motion was not measured

directly, nor were these variations in textured surfaces

described immediately above directly manipulated as

independent variables. Therefore, these interpretations are

anecdotal and are based on observations of video recordings

of the experimental sessions by the experimenter.

When a 1 mm-textured-surface was placed on the walking

surface of the central pathway (Experiment 1), the

predominant cane method used by subjects was most similar to

the touch-drag method in which the subject holds the cane at

waist level in the center of the body and the cane is

extended so that the tip is approximately one full step in

front of the subject. As the subject moves forward, the

cane is dragged from side-to-side in an arc motion

perpendicular to the direction of travel so that the cane

always checks in advance the area in which the subject is

stepping (Allen, Griffith, & Shaw, 1977; Hill & Ponder,

1976; Uslan & Manning, 1974). When a 2 mm-textured surface

was placed on the walking surface, subjects alternated
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between the touch-drag method and a variation of the cane

trailing method in which the cane tip is placed between two

columns of raised 2-mm studs and the tip moves forward

between these two columns as the subject moves forward (Hill

& Ponder, 1976).

Some mobility-instruction manuals suggest that the

degree of pressure applied to the cane during either the

drag motion or during forward motion may be critical to the

degree of snagging or jamming that may occur between the

cane tip and surface variations related to surface materials

or surface configuration (Allen, Griffith, & Shaw, 1977;

Hill & Ponder, 1976; Peel, 1974). When subjects in

Experiment 1 used the touch-drag method with the 2 mm-

textured surface, the cane tip frequently jammed between

raised studs during the drag motion. Alternatively, when

each subject began using the cane trailing method they

generally encountered fewer incidences of cane jamming.

Once again, these variations in cane motion were not

manipulated systematically and these results were not

measured directly. Therefore, these descriptions of the

subjects are anecdotal.

The present experiment (Experiment 2) systematically

examined the touch-drag method and the cane trailing method

under the two textured-surface conditions (1 mm) and (2 mm)

to determine the degree to which reductions in walking speed

were a function of the cane method used. The results from
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this study will extend the current literature on mobility by

providing data on the effects of using two different cane

methods on textured surfaces. Previous studies on the

effects of textured surfaces on walking behavior did not

examine cane methods directly. The results from this

experiment may provide a quantitative basis for mobility

specialists to determine which cane method visually impaired

individuals should use when encountering a certain type of

textured surface.

Method

Subjects

Three subjects volunteered to serve in Experiment 2 by

responding to a subject recruitment notice posted in the

administration office of South Shore Mental Health Center.

Subject 2, from the previous experiment, participated and

two other subjects were recruited. Subject 4 was a 38-year-

old female and was 5' 7" (170 cm) in height, and Subject 5

was a 20-year-old female and was 5'6" (168 cm) in height.

As in Experiment 1, neither of the novice subjects had

visual deficits nor wore corrective lenses, and none of the

subjects had ever received formal training in the area of

orientation and mobility for visually impaired persons. All

subjects were prepared for each experimental session in the

manner described previously in Experiment 1.
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Apparatus

The experimental apparatus and data collection system

in the present experiment were the same as those in

Experiment 1, and were located in a room measuring 9.7

meters x 5.2 meters. All detection panels, clocks and

counters were calibrated in the same manner as described in

Experiment 1 to ensure proper and consistent functioning.

Each subject wore a Count-a-Step II quartz digital

pedometer on the wrist of the arm that held the cane. The

pedometer was positioned to detect side-to-side movement and

to provide a cumulative count of all arm movements which

exceeded 40 cm (i.e., the approximate width of each

subject's body at waist level). Prior to each experimental

session, the pedometer was calibrated by the experimenter to

ensure side-to-side arm movement by the subjects during the

touch-drag condition approximately met the 40 cm criterion.

In order to calibrate the pedometer, the experimenter hung

and secured two taut pieces of string from the ceiling to

the floor of the experimental room that were separated from

each other by 40 cm. The experimenter strapped the

pedometer to his wrist, placed his wrist between the

strings, and moved his arm side-to-side fifty times such

that each movement resulted in the arm alternately

contacting the strings. The experimenter recorded the count

displayed on the pedometer. If the count was between 47 and

50, the next phase of calibration commenced; if the count
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was less than 47, the sensitivity control for the pedometer

was adjusted and this calibration procedure was repeated.

Following this first phase of the calibration

procedure, the two strings were moved closer together (i.e.,

20 cm apart from one another) and the calibration procedure

was repeated by the experimenter. If the count on the

pedometer exceeded two, the sensitivity control for the

pedometer was adjusted and this portion of the calibration

procedure was repeated at a distance of 20 cm; if the count

was two or less, then the pedometer was removed from the

experimenter's wrist, reset to zero, and carefully set aside

until the experimenter placed the pedometer on the wrist of

the subject. Although this calibration procedure ensured

that side-to-side arm movements approximately 40 cm or more

were recorded directly, the pedometer was sensitive to

sudden impact to the arm. Thus, side-to-side arm movement

that did not exceed 20 cm rarely resulted in pedometer

activation; however, the pedometer was activated if the arm

came to an abrupt stop, such as when the tip of the cane was

caught between two rubber studs.

Procedure

Prior to the start of Experiment 2, the experimenter

escorted each blindfolded subject into the experimental room

to an area approximately 30 cm from the edge of the pathway

and delivered the following set of instructions:
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Please step up to the path and stop when you reach
the edge. Hold your cane in front of you with the
grip aligned with the midsection of your abdomen.
Now place the tip on the surface directly in front
of you. When I say you can begin, I want you to
walk to the end of the path and step off. Then I
want you to turn around and walk back to the place
you are now standing and, again, turn around. You
will repeat walking back and forth for five
minutes.

Let me assist you in lifting the cane and
moving the tip of your cane over here (i.e., the
cane tip was lifted and placed between the left
panel and central panel). Now let meassist you in
lifting the tip of your cane and moving it over
here (i.e., the tip was placed between the right
panel andcentral panel).

Cane trail - As you walk back and forth on the
path, I want you to try to stay within these two
points. I want youto keep the cane in front of
you and try not to move your arm left or right.
(The tipof the cane was placed in between the two
columns ofrubber studs located in the middle of
the central panels and the cane was pushed forward
from panel 1 to panel 2).

Touch-drag - As you walk back and forth on the
path, I want you to try to stay within these two
points. I want you to move the cane in front of
you by moving your arm to the left and to the
right. (The tip of the cane was lifted and placed
between the left panel and central panel and the
cane was pushed to the right until the tip reached
the joint between the right and central panels.
Then, the cane was pushed back tothe left until
the tip reached the joint between the left and
central panels).

If you should find yourself disoriented or if you
walk off the path, do the best you can to find
these two points andcontinue walking between them.
When I say "stop", please stop walking, remain
standing at that stopping point, and wait for me
to escort you back to the beginning of the path.
Please do not take additional steps backward or
forward. After I escort you to the beginning of
the path, I will record the data, reset the
equipment, and we will begin another trial.
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If you wish to do so, you may take a break between
trials. Once a trial begins I will not answer any
questionsuntil the trial is completed. If you do
not have any questions, we can begin.

Each trial was conducted in the same manner as

Experiment 1 and experimental trials were 5 min in duration.

Table 3 shows the number of trials and the mean number of

side-to-side arm movements under the four experimental

conditions, and the order of exposure to each condition. As

seen in Table 3, all subjects showed a greater number of

pedometer activations under the touch-drag conditions than

under the cane trail conditions, thus indicating that a

greater number of side-to-side arm movements were emitted

under the touch-drag conditions than under the cane trail

conditions. For example, under the touch-drag conditions,

Subjects 2 and 5 emitted, on the average, twelve times more

arm movements per trail under touch-drag conditions, and

Subject 4 emitted, on the average, thirty-six times more

movements. The values for number of movements by Subject 4

under these conditions seem far too excessive to be strictly

determined by side-to-side arm movements (i.e.,

approximately 3 arm sweeping motions per second). However,

as mentioned previously, the pedometer was sensitive to

abrupt interruptions of motion or jolts to the arm or wrist.

Additionally, in comparison to the other two subjects,

Subject 4 may have emitted a greater number of arm movements

following the turnaround, and prior to stepping onto the

pathway. Either of these two factors, or a combination of
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Table 3

Summary of the experimental conditions (in order) for
Subjects 2, 4, and 5 with the mean number of side-to-side arm
movements per trial, and the number of trials under each
condition.

Subject Experimental Condition # Movements # of Trials

2 1 mm — touch-drag 355 10
2 mm - touch-drag 261 12
2 mm — cane trailing 14 13
1 mm — cane trailing 36 11
1 mm — touch-drag 452 10
2 mm — cane trailing 43 10
2 mm — touch-drag 225 10
1 mm “ cane trailing 12 10

4 1 mm cane trailing 21 12
1 mm — touch-drag 684 13
2 mm — cane trailing 14 12
2 mm - touch-drag 687 13
2 mm — cane trailing 22 10
1 mm — cane trailing 13 10
1 mm — touch-drag 603 12
2 mm touch-drag 663 10

5 2 mm touch-drag 225 15
1 mm - cane trailing 21 13
2 mm — touch-drag 297 11
1 mm — cane trailing 22 10
2 mm — cane trailing 25 10
1 mm — touch-drag 343 13
2 mm - cane trailing 23 10
1 mm touch-drag 315 10
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these factors may account for the excessive values for arm

movements recorded under the touch-drag conditions for

Subject 4.

All subjects were exposed to experimental conditions
until two of the dependent measures (time allocated to left,

central, and right panels series, and walking speed)

appeared stable for at least five consecutive trials.

(Appendix B contains statistical analyses of the

representative data points of walking speed used to

determine stability of this dependent measure under each

experimental condition). The third dependent measure, the
amount of time subjects were off the pathway per trial, was

calculated in the same manner as described in Experiment 1,

and the stability of these data was not a factor in

determining changes in experimental conditions. The values
for the turnaround time were calculated in the same manner

as described in Experiment 1. Experimental sessions were

conducted two days per week and were approximately one-hour
in duration.

Results

All subjects walked back and forth on the pathway at

different speeds, depending upon the experimental condition.

However, all subjects decreased walking speeds under the

2 mm (touch-drag) condition. Time spent on the central

panels by subjects was high under both the 1 mm- and 2 mm-
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textured-surface conditions regardless of the cane method

used. Subjects allocated different amounts of time on the

left, central, and right panels across conditions and

between the first and second exposure to each condition.

Figures 7-9 show the number of one-meter panel lengths

walked per minute for all trials, and show summary data of

the mean walking time allocated by subjects to the left,

central, and right panel series, and the amount of time

subjects were off the pathway (i.e., the sum of the running
time meters for the left, central, and right panel series

subtracted from the 300-s trial). The arrows in the top

portions of Figures 7-9 indicate the first data point of

the representative trials used to determine stability under

that condition. As in Experiment 1, this data point, and

all points to the right of it correspond to the summary data

in the middle and bottom portions of that same figure.

Walking speeds for Subject 2 were lowest under the

2 mm-texture (touch-drag) condition (Figure 7 - top

portion). During the first exposure to this condition,

Subject 2 walked approximately 15 meters per minute. When

this condition was reinstated for this subject, walking

speeds increased to an average of 20 meters per minute.

Under both the 1 mm-texture (touch-drag) and the 1 mm-

texture (cane trail) conditions, walking speeds for Subject

2 were approximately 24 meters per minute and, with the

exception of the first trial during the first exposure to
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1 nun-texture (cane trail) condition, there were no

differences in average walking speeds between first and

second exposures under these two conditions. During the

first exposure to the 2 nun-texture (cane trail) condition,

walking speeds for Subject 2 during the first trial were

approximately 15 meters per minute and over the remaining 12

trials, walking speeds for this subject increased to

approximately 32 meters per minute. During the second

exposure to the 2 mm-texture (cane trail) condition, walking

speeds increased for Subject 2 to an average of 25 meters

per minute.

For Subject 2, walking times allocated to the central

panels during the first exposure to the 1 mm-texture (touch-

drag) condition averaged 195 seconds per trial (Figure 7 -

middle portion). During the second exposure, central panel

time allocations decreased to approximately 187 seconds per

trial, and Subject 2 allocated more time to the left and

right panels. Additionally, the amount of time this subject

was off the pathway decreased from approximately 95 seconds

to 85 seconds per trial (Figure 7 - bottom portion). Under

the 1 mm-texture (cane trail) condition, central panel time

allocations by Subject 2 during the first exposure averaged

187 seconds per trial. When this condition was reinstated

for this subject, central panel time allocations decreased

to approximately 164 seconds per trial, and left and right

panel time allocations decreased slightly. Subject 2



FIGURE 7. Summary data for Subject 2. The top portion
shows the number of one-meter panel lengths
walked per minute from all trials. The middle
portion shows mean walking time on panels.
The bottom portion shows the amount of time
the subject was off the pathway.
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increased the amount of time off the pathway from an average

of 82 seconds per trial (first exposure) to an average of

112 seconds per trial (second exposure). During the first

exposure to the 2 mm-texture (touch-drag) condition, Subject
2 allocated approximately 223 seconds per trial to the

central panels and was off the pathway an average of 60

seconds per trial. During the second exposure, Subject 2

decreased central panel time allocations, increased left and

right panel time allocations, and increased the time off the

pathway. Under the 2 mm-texture (cane trail) condition,

central panel time allocations for this subject decreased

from an average of 179 seconds per trial (first exposure) to

an average of 158 seconds per trial (second exposure), and

the times off the pathway during both exposures to this

condition were approximately 110 seconds per trial.

Similar to the results with Subject 2, walking speeds

for Subject 4 were lowest under the 2 mm-texture (touch-

drag) condition (Figure 8 - top portion). Subject 4 walked

an average of 19 meters per minute during the first exposure

to this condition, and an average of 22 meters per minute

during the second exposure. Once a stable performance under

the 1 mm touch-drag condition was established for Subject 4,

walking speeds averaged 28 meters per minute during both the

first and the second exposures to this condition. Walking

speeds by Subject 4 were comparable under the 1 mm-texture

(cane trail) and the 2 mm-texture (cane trail) conditions.



FIGURE 8. Summary data for Subject 4. The top portion
shows the number of one-meter panel lengths
walked per minute from all trials. The
middle portion shows mean walking time on
panels. The bottom portion shows the amount
of time the subject was off the pathway.
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During the first exposure to these two conditions, Subject 4

walked an average of approximately 25 meters per minute,

whereas during the second exposure to these conditions, this

subject's average walking speed increased to 29 meters per

minute.

Under the 1 mm-texture (touch-drag) condition, Subject

4 allocated 165 seconds per trial to the central panels for

both the first and the second exposures (Figure 8 - middle

portion). During the second exposure to this condition,

times allocated to both the left panels and right panels

decreased from an average of 25 seconds per trial to 14

seconds per trial, and the amount of time Subject 4 was off

the pathway increased from an average of 86 seconds per

trial to 107 seconds per trial (Figure 8 - bottom portion).

Under the 1 mm-texture (cane trail) condition, central panel

time allocations by Subject 4 were approximately 161 seconds

per trial and 166 seconds per trial during the first and the

second exposures, respectively. This increase in time

allocated to the central panels by this subjects was

accompanied by an increase in left panel time allocations, a

decrease in right panel time allocations, and no change in

the time off the pathway. When the 2 mm-texture (touch-

drag) condition was introduced, central panel time

allocations by Subject 4 were approximately 167 seconds per

trial during the first exposure, and approximately 157

seconds per trial during the second exposure to this



condition. Under this same condition, this subject

increased time allocated to the left panels (from 19 seconds

to 27 seconds per trial) and to the right panels (from 13

seconds to 31 seconds per trial). Figure 8 (bottom portion)

shows a reduction of time off the the pathway by Subject 4

under the 2 mm-texture (touch-drag) condition from

approximately 101 seconds per trial (first exposure) to

approximately 86 seconds per trial (second exposure).

During both exposures to the the 2 mm-texture (cane trail)

condition, this subject allocated 170 seconds per trial to

the central panels. During the second exposure to this

condition, left panel time allocation by Subject 4 increased
from an average of 14 seconds to 19 seconds per trial, and

right panel time allocations increased from an average of 12
seconds to 20 seconds per trial. Subject 4 decreased time

off the pathway under the 2 mm-texture (cane trail)
condition from approximately 103 seconds per trial during
the first exposure to approximately 92 seconds per trial

during the second exposure.

In general, the results in walking speeds by Subject 5

are similar to those results with Subjects 2 and 4; however,

the differences in walking speeds between the 2 mm-texture

(touch-drag) condition and the other experimental conditions

are more pronounced for this subject. Walking speeds for

Subject 5 were lowest under the 2 mm-texture (touch-drag)

condition (Figure 9 - top portion). During the first
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exposure to this condition, walking speeds by Subject 5

averaged 10 meters per minute during the first four trials

and during the remaining 11 trials, walking speeds increased

to an average of 14 meters per minute. When this condition

was reinstated for this subject, average walking speeds

increased to 16 meters per minute.

During both exposures to the 1 mm-texture (touch-drag)

condition, walking speeds by Subject 5 averaged 29 meters

per minute. Under the 1 mm-texture (cane trail) condition,

walking speeds by this subject decreased to 21 meters per

minute during the first exposure, and increased slightly to

25 meters per minute during the second exposure During the

first exposure to the 2 mm-texture (cane trail) condition,

walking speeds for Subject 5 averaged 29 meters per minute

When this condition was reinstated for Subject 5, walking

speeds increased slightly to an average of 30 meters per

minute.

For Subject 5, walking times allocated to the central

panels were higher than those times allocated to the left

and the right panels under all experimental conditions. As

shown in Figure 9 (middle portion), central panel time

allocation by this subject increased during the second

exposure to 1 mm-texture (cane trail) condition, and

decreased during the second exposure to 1 mm-texture (touch-

drag) , 2 mm-texture (touch-drag), and 2 mm-texture (cane

trail) conditions In most instances, changes in central



FIGURE 9. Summary data for Subject 5. The top portion
shows the number of one-meter panel lengths
walked per minute from all trials. The
middle portion shows mean walking time on
panels. The bottom portion shows the amount
of time the subject was off the pathway.
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panel time allocations by this subject were accompanied by

changes in time allocations to either the left panels only

under the 1 mm-texture (touch-drag) condition, the right

panels only under the 2 mm-texture (cane trail) condition,

or both left and right panels under the 1 mm-texture (cane

trail) and under the 2 mm-texture (touch-drag) conditions.

Under the 1 mm-texture (touch-drag) condition, Subject

5 was off the pathway an average of 124 seconds per trial

during the first exposure (Figure 9 - bottom portion). When

this condition was reinstated for this subject, times off

the pathway increased to an average of 133 seconds per

trial. The average time off the pathway by Subject 5 was

lowest during both the first exposure (approximately 99

seconds per trial) and the second exposure (approximately

104 seconds per trial) to the 2 mm-texture (touch-drag)

condition. In contrast, Subject 5 was off the pathway a

greater amount of time under the 1 mm-texture (cane trail)

condition. During the first exposure to this condition,

this subject was off the pathway an average of 175 seconds

per trial. When this condition was reinstated, the average

amount of time this subject was off the pathway decreased to

approximately 158 seconds per trial. Under the 2 mm-texture

(cane trail) condition, Subject 5 was off the pathway an

average of 143 seconds per trial during the first exposure,

and 155 seconds per trial during the second exposure.
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Mean walking speeds and mean time per turnaround for

all subjects under each condition are shown in Table 4.

Subject 2, there did not appear to be any consistent

For

relations between changes in walking speeds and changes in

time per turnaround. For example, mean walking speeds under

1 mm-texture (touch-drag) and 2 mm-texture (cane trail) were

approximately the same (23.6 meters per minute); however,

for this subject, mean times per turnaround were

approximately 4.5 seconds per turnaround and approximately

5.5 seconds per turnaround under these two conditions,

respectively. For Subject 2, mean walking speeds were

lowest during the first exposure to the 2 mm-texture (touch-

drag) condition and mean times per turnaround during the

first exposure averaged 5.1 seconds per turnaround. When

this condition was reinstated, mean walking speeds for this

subject increased to approximately 20 meters per minute and

mean turnaround times decreased slightly to 4.8 seconds per

turnaround. Comparisons between first and second exposures

to experimental conditions reveal inconsistent relations

between changes in walking speeds and changes in times per

turnaround for Subject 2. Increases in walking speed

between the first and second exposures were accompanied by

quicker times per turnaround under 2 mm-texture (touch-drag)

and under 2 mm-texture (cane trail) conditions. Under the

1 mm-texture (touch-drag) condition, walking speeds by

Subject 2 decreased between the first and second exposures
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Table 4

Summary of the mean walking speeds and mean times per
turnaround for Subjects 2, 4, and 5 under each experimental
condition.

Subject Exp. Condition Exposure Walking speed Time/turn

2 1 mm - touch-drag 1st 23.9 s 4.7 s

2nd 23.3 s 4.5 s

1 mm - cane trail 1st 23.3 s 4.3 s

2nd 24.0 s 5.6 s

2 mm - touch-drag 1st 14.6 s 5.1 s

2nd 20.1 s 4.8 s

2 mm - cane trail 1st 22.3 s 5.6 s

2nd 24.9 s 5.4 s

4 1 mm - touch-drag 1st 27.8 s 3.7 s

2nd 27.4 s 4.7 s

1 mm - cane trail 1st 25.7 s 4.1 s

2nd 30.3 s 3.4 s

2 mm - touch-drag 1st 19.1 s 6.3 s

2nd 22.6 s 4.5 s

2 mm - cane trail 1st 23.9 s 5.2 s

2nd 28.6 s 3.8 s

5 1 mm - touch-drag 1st 28.8 s 5.2 s

2nd 28.7 s 5.6 s

1 mm - cane trail 1st 22.4 s 9.2 s

2nd 25.8 s 7.2 s

2 mm - touch-drag 1st 13.6 s 9.0 s

2nd 16.4 s 7.4 s

2 mm - cane trail 1st 28.6 s 6.0 s

2nd 30.3 s 6.2 s
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but these decreases were accompanied by slightly quicker

turnaround times. Under the 1 mm-texture (cane trail)

condition, slight increases in walking speeds between the

first and the second exposures by this subject were

accompanied by slower turnaround times.

In contrast to this subject, the data in Table 4 show

more consistent relationships between changes in walking

speeds and changes in times per turnaround for Subject 4.

For this subject, slower walking speeds during the first

exposure to the 2 mm-texture (touch-drag) and the 2 mm-

texture (cane trail) conditions were accompanied by slower
turnaround times (approximately 6 second per turnaround and

5 seconds per turnaround, respectively). When these two

conditions were reinstated for this subject, walking speeds

increased and turnaround times decreased. Similar to these

results, when the 1 mm-texture (cane trail) condition was

reinstated for Subject 4, mean walking speeds increased

(from approximately 26 meters per minute to 30 meters per

minute), and mean times per turnaround decreased (from

approximately 4 seconds per turnaround to 3.5 seconds per

turnaround). Reinstating the 1 mm-textured (touch-drag)

condition for this subject resulted in a slight reduction in
mean walking speeds (from approximately 28 meters per minute
to 27.5 meters per minute) and in increases in mean times

per turnaround (approximately 3.5 seconds per turnaround to

4.5 seconds per turnaround).
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Similar to the results from Subject 4, slower walking

speeds for Subject 5 were accompanied by slower turnaround

times. For example, under the 2 mm-texture (touch-drag)

condition, mean walking speeds were approximately 15 meters

per minute and mean turnaround times were approximately 8

seconds per turnaround. For Subject 5, increases in mean

walking speeds under the 1 mm-texture (cane trail) condition
were not accompanied by decreases in mean turnaround times;

however, as mean walking speeds for this subject increased

further under 1 mm-texture (touch-drag) and 2 mm-texture

(cane trail) conditions reaching values between 28 and 30

meters per minute, mean turnaround times decreased to

between 5 seconds and 6 seconds per turnaround. Similar to

those results from Subject 4, a comparison of those data

from first and second exposures to experimental conditions

show that increases in walking speeds by this subject were

accompanied by decreases in turnaround times under the 1 mm-

texture (cane trail) and under the 2 mm-texture (touch-drag)

conditions; whereas increases in walking speeds under the

2 mm-texture (cane trail) condition were accompanied by

increases in turnaround times. Under the 1 mm-texture

(touch-drag) condition, slight decreases in walking speeds

by Subject 5 were accompanied by slight increases in

turnaround times.
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Discussion

The results from Experiment 2 suggest that the effects

of the textured surfaces on walking depend, in part, upon

the interaction between the cane method employed and the

height of the textured surface. As the height of the
texture increased from 1 mm to 2 mm, the cane tip was met

with greater resistance by subjects using the touch-drag
cane method, resulting in slightly lower walking speeds than

those under the 1 mm textured surface. For the cane trail

method, subjects placed the cane tip between two adjacent
columns of rubber studs, aligned the cane handle to the

midsection of their torso, and walked forward with the cane

tip gliding between the columns until the subjects reached
the end of the pathway. Under the cane trail conditions,

subjects walked primarily on the central panels and walking
speeds were equal to or slightly greater than those under
the 2 mm-texture (touch-drag) condition.

The results from the present experiment extend those
0

results from Experiment 1, as well as those from other

studies suggesting that textured surfaces can be used as a

continuous shoreline to maintain straight-line walking

(Aiello & Steinfeld, 1979; Brabyn & Strelow, 1977; Braf,

1974; Templer, 1980; 1983). Under all conditions examined
in the present experiment, subjects generally maintained a

straight line of walking.
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With the few exceptions noted in the results for

Subjects 4 and 5, quicker mean walking speeds by these two

subjects were accompanied quicker turnaround times (i.e.,
decreases in mean times per turnaround). For example, mean

walking speeds for Subject 4 (Figure 8) were lowest under
the 2 mm-texture (touch-drag) condition and this condition

had the least number of turnaround opportunities. However,

the amounts of time this subject was off the pathway under

this condition were comparable to those times under the

other conditions. Slower walking speeds by this subject

were accompanied by slower turnaround times. When this
condition was reinstated, walking speeds by Subject 4

increased, the number of opportunities for turning around

increased but the amount of time off the pathway decreased.

Therefore, the turnaround times for this subject decreased

by an average of 1.5 seconds per turnaround.

For Subject 5, the walking speeds under the 1 mm-

texture (touch-drag) and under the 2 mm-texture (cane trail)
conditions were both higher than those speeds under the 2

mm-texture (touch-drag) condition, and resulted in nearly
twice the number of turnarounds. Although this subject

spent more time off the pathway under both the 1 mm-texture

(touch-drag) and the 2 mm-texture (cane trail) conditions,
turnaround times were much quicker under these two

conditions (approximately 5.4 seconds per turn and 6 seconds

per turn, respectively) than those under the 2 mm-texture
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(touch-drag) condition (approximately 8.2 seconds per turn).

Thus, under both the 1 mm-texture (touch-drag) and the 2 mm-

texture (cane trail) conditions, Subject 5 traversed the

pathway and completed the turnarounds quicker than under the
2 mm-texture (touch-drag) condition.

For Subject 2, quicker walking speeds were not

accompanied consistently with quicker turnaround times, and
slower walking speeds were seldom accompanied by slower

turnaround times. One interesting result for this subject

under the 2 mm-texture (touch-drag) condition involves the

extensive amount of time allocated to the central panels

during the first exposure (i.e., in excess of 200 seconds

per trial). Under this condition, Subject 2 walked slowly

(thereby lowering the number of opportunities for turning
around within a trial), allocated more time to the central

panels, and spent less time off the pathway. When this
condition was reinstated, Subject 2 increased walking speeds

(thereby increasing the number of opportunities for turning
around from approximately 12 turns per trial to about 17
turns per trial), and spent more time off the pathway.

Although this subject spent more time off the pathway during
the second exposure, mean times per turnaround during the
second exposure were slightly lower (approximately 4.8

seconds per turnaround) than those during the first exposure

(approximately 5 seconds per turnaround). This apparent

descrepency may be due to the problem with the simultaneous
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activations of the running time meters described in the

discussion section from Experiment 1. During the second

exposure to the 2 mm-texture (touch-drag) condition, the
decreases in times allocated to the central panels were

accompanied by increases in times allocated to both the left

panels and right panels. If timers from these three panels
were activated simultaneously more often during the second

exposure, then the "true values" for the time off the panels

may, if fact, be higher than those values shown. Similarly,
because these values were used to determine mean times per

turnaround, then larger amounts of time spent off the

pathway would result in increases in mean times per

turnaround to levels equal to, or possibly higher than those

during the first exposure. Thus, under this condition,

quicker walking speeds by Subject 2 during the second

exposure may have been accompanied by slower turnaround
times. This interpretation of walking performances by

Subject 2 under this condition is consistent with those
results under the other conditions, in general.

Other variables may have contributed to the increases

in walking speeds for Subject 2 (and possibly Subject 4)

under the 2 mm-texture (touch-drag) conditions. (These

variables were not directly measured but observed by the

experimenter viewing the video recordings of experimental

sessions). During the second exposure to the 2 mm-texture

(touch-drag) condition, both Subjects 2 and 5 appeared to be
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walking on the lateral portions of the central panels, and

greater portions of the touch-drag motion were crossing onto

the smooth surfaces covering the left and right panel

series. This performance may have resulted in a greater

number of left panels and right panels timer activations as

well as more simultaneous activations of either left panels

or right panels timer with the central panels timer. In

addition to the measurement problems resulting from

simultaneous activations of the central panels timer with

the left panels or right panels timer, there may have been

an overall reduction in the cane tip jamming in the 2 mm-

textured surface on the central panels because a portion of

the touch-drag motion was in contact with the smooth

surfaces on the left and right panel series. Further

research should be directed at examining the effects of

these variables on walking speed and turnaround speed, and

both of these dependent variables should be measured

directly and independently of one another. A more direct

and precise measure of turnaround time may result in more

effective descriptions of behaviors emitted prior to the

start of walking which appear to be under the control of the

stimuli on or around the ends of the pathway. The term

"orientation" may be defined operationally with respect to

these behaviors.

In general, these results support those from previous

studies suggesting textured surfaces may impede walking
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(Templer, 1980; 1983). However there were methodological
differences between the present experiment and those by

Templer. According to Templer, textured stimuli with

heights exceeding 12 mm can impede walking; however, in the

present experiment, changing the textured surface from 1 mm

to 2 mm resulted in slight decreases in walking speed,

depending on the cane method used by subjects. One reason

for these differences of results in regards to heights of

stimuli may be that the experimental methodology and

measurement system described in the present experiments may

be more sensitive to changes in walking speeds than that

used by Templer. In his publication, Templer (1983) only

reported the result of the study and did not provide

methodological or procedural information, nor did the author

describe other independent variables such as the type of

cane method used, the type of texture used, the

configuration of the textured stimuli, and the ranges of the

heights of stimuli examined. These variables are among the

many that should be described and examined in research on

the effects of textured stimuli on walking behavior.

The results of this experiment suggest: (1)

experiments conducted to address the potential beneficial

effects of textured surfaces on straight-line walking

should, whenever possible, measure walking speed directly

and simultaneously; and (2) experiments conducted to address

the effect of specific response topographies involved in
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cane motions should utilize measures of straight-line

walking and walking speed. In Experiment 1, changing the

height of the textured surface from 1 mm to 2 mm produced

topographic changes in cane motion by subjects that

accompanied changes in walking speeds. In the present

experiment, cane motion was examined directly in an effort

to bring the effects of cane methods on walking under

experimental control. Ignoring determinants of

topographical variation may produce persistent variability

and contribute to unreliable experimental effects. Cane

motion and other possible topographic variables should be

examined with respect to straight-line walking and walking

speed. These two aspects and measures of walking behavior

can be useful to practitioners who must advise visually

impaired individuals as to which cane motion will be the

most effective with regards to these behaviors, and the

specific set of environmental conditions under which these

motions will be effective.

Direct measures of cane motion need to be developed to

improve the accuracy of measures that relate cane motion to

walking behavior. The pedometer used to record the

cumulative number of side-to-side arm movements was

sufficient for the present experiment to confirm the fact

that a substantial amount of arm movements were emitted by

all subjects under the touch-drag conditions in comparison

to those numbers emitted under the cane trail conditions;
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however, this pedometer is far too crude an instrument to

use for more fine grained analyses of cane motions effects

on walking behavior. As described previously, the pedometer

was susceptible to activation upon sudden impact. Other

instruments could be developed that might be more effective

than the pedometer (i.e., a cordless, light-weight

goniometer that provides cumulative counts of arm motions

with angles that exceed some prespecified value).

The present results suggest some additional areas of

textured surface research that may affect walking speed, as

well as directional continuity. The experimental

environment can be modified to include more complex

arrangements such as corners with varying angles, inclines

and declines, or obstacles, as well as examining other types

and configurations of textured stimuli, cane methods, cane

tip attachments, or a combination of any of these variables.

For example, the cane trail method used by subjects under

1 mm and 2 mm textures would not be an appropriate cane

method if the textured studs were arranged in a staggered

configuration rather than in straight columns. Similarly,

attaching a wider cane tip than that used on the cane in the

present experiments most likely would have impeded walking

and lower walking speeds under the cane trail conditions.

By systematically manipulating these and other similar

independent variables, researchers can examine stimulus
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control exerted by textured surfaces across a range of

possible pathway layouts.

With further research, experimental environments may be

developed that more closely approximate conditions

encountered by visually impaired persons during walking in

the "natural" environment. These modifications may begin to

assess degrees of generalization between the effects of

textured surfaces on mobility performances in laboratory and

nonlaboratory settings. Generalization has been the subject
#

of controversy among researchers and practitioners in

orientation and mobility (Jacobson, 1980; Uslan, 1981;

Welsh, 1981). Practitioners have argued that laboratory

research has sacrificed pragmatic concerns of orientation

and mobility for more rigorous asssessment and measurement

procedures. Within the present experiments, for example,

straight-line walking was maintained under the 2 mm-

textured-surface condition; however, walking speed decreased

when subjects employed the touch-drag cane method. Although

the results suggest that reductions in walking speed by

subjects under the 2 mm-textured-surface condition can be

minimized by changing the touch-drag method to the cane

trailing method, practitioners would argue that such a

change would leave body perimeters such as shoulders

unprotected when walking in uncontrolled environments (Uslan

& Manning, 1974). Thus, cane trailing without some other

accompanying or alternating method would have limited
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utility, if not possible detrimental effects in a setting

that is less controlled than that of the laboratory (Uslan,

1981) .

The development of standardized methods for describing

and examining those walking behavior that are involved in

orientation and mobility is necessary in order to adequately

and objectively address experimental questions about safe

and efficient walking in visually impaired persons, both

within and beyond the laboratory setting. For example, Peel

(1974) suggests that some of the best training procedures

were those that began on a constructed pathway which both

simplified the training setting and gave sufficient

augmented feedback to acquire the skill of cane handling

quickly. During the first week of training, practice on

this apparatus was conducted indoors before the subject was

placed in the outdoor setting. Subsequent to training

sessions, and with occasional practice sessions on the

apparatus, the subject was taught to deal with progressively

difficult outdoor situations until by Lesson 25, the subject

was proficient and able to negotiate even unfamiliar city

routes. As technological research in orientation and

mobility continues, the concerns described above will either

diminish as the body of experimental literature grows, or

will take form in new experimental questions in which both

researchers and practitioners will become active

participants in experiments that address these questions.



GENERAL DISCUSSION

The overall results from Experiments 1 and 2 suggest:

(1) 1 mm- and 2 mm-textured surfaces placed in open areas

can be used as a continuous shoreline by visually impaired

individuals for maintenance of straight-line walking; (2)

physical dimensions of textured surfaces may impede walking

speed, depending on the cane method employed; and (3)

experiments designed to examine the effects of textured

surfaces on orientation and mobility performances should

employ simultaneous measures of straight-line walking and

walking speed. Both of these measures are important

characteristics of efficient and unimpeded walking,

respectively. Experimental designs that measure

simultaneously these two characteristics of walking will

produce more accurate depictions of orientation and mobility

than either measure recorded and assessed apart from the

other. These two measures and the methodology described in

these experiments and those described in other experiments

(Brabyn & Strelow, 1977; Strelow, Brabyn, & Clark, 1976) may

be used to address further experimental questions on the

effects of other environmental events on walking behaviors.

There were several measures that were presented in these

experiments that may have been confounded by the manner in

which the values were derived, or by the methods used to

116
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measure them. When these problems were described,

alternative procedures were proposed that could improve or

eliminate these methodological issues. The following

discussion will focus on some implications of employing

these measures and experimental methods, as well as

considering other possible measures of walking.

The results from Experiments 1 and 2 raise some interesting

questions regarding the effects of textured surfaces on

walking behavior in visually restricted and impaired

persons. Other independent variables that may be

manipulated by researchers with respect to antecedent

stimuli include systematically varying the height, surface

material, design or pattern configuation, or other

characteristics of walking surfaces in order to determine

the "optimal" physical dimensions of stimuli required to

maintain straight-line walking without reducing or impeding

walking speed. Reconfiguring the pathway to include corners

and intersections would also permit researchers to examine

the effects of textured surfaces on walking in more complex

environments.

Some important questions regarding safe walking and

disruptive effects of obstacles on walking can be examined

using this methodology as well. Many of the questions

regarding the effects of obstacles on orientation and

mobility in visually impaired persons can be arranged

experimentally such as: (1) how significant is the
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disruption in the speed of walking; (2) how much distance

separates the individual from the obstacle before a "safe"

adjustment is made; (3) whether a relationship exist between

variables (walking speed and distance between individual and

object) manipulated in questions 1 and 2 above; (4) once an

obstacle is circumvented, how is straight-line walking

reestablished; and (5) how do textured stimuli aid or hinder

the visually impaired person under these circimstances. An

experimental pathway, such as the one described in

Experiments 1 and 2, can be designed to contain various

types of obstacles, and their effects on straight-line

walking and walking speed can be measured directly. The

effects of various cane techniques used to detect and avoid

obstacles can be evaluated as well. Answers to these and

other related questions may lead to clarifying the vague and

overused term "safe walking", by referring to two different

behavior outcomes. One outcome may be classified as

disrupted walking that is controlled by variables that

decrease both walking speed and straight-line walking. The

conditions under which the term "disrupted" is used may be a

function of the contiguity between the changes in these two

characteristics of walking and the magnitude of these

changes. A second outcome, impeded walking, may refer to

variables that decrease walking speed without affecting

straight-line walking, such as the change in walking speed

that may occur during the transition of walking on a hard
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surface to walking on sand. The clarification of terms used

to describe walking performances is an important outcome in

an operant-behavior perspective of walking, and the impact

of this view on the verbal behavior of researchers and

practitioners in the field of orientation and mobility will

be discussed at greater length in the last two sections of

this discussion.

In the present experiments, subjects wore ear plugs in

order to attenuate extraneous sounds that may contribute to

orientation, or produce results that may confound the

tactile control exerted by the various surfaces with those

under auditory control; however, the experimental apparatus

and procedure described in these experiments can be useful

to examine the effects of auditory stimuli on walking as

well. For example, some teaching methods that are designed

to establish and maintain straight-line walking (such as

"squaring off") and proper cane movement techniques can

provide auditory stimuli (activated by photobeam) as a

consequence for veering or for cane motions that cross

beyond specific boundaries (such as the left and right panel

series). Auditory feedback, used in conjunction with indoor

mobility training, has been shown to decrease the amount of

time required by visually impaired individuals to

demonstrate proper orientation and mobility skills (Peel,

1974) .
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The present experimental questions were directed

towards a specific population (completely visually

restricted individuals). Another important experimental

question is raised: To what degree do the results from the

present experiments with blindfolded individuals generalize
to individuals with varying degrees of and experiences with

visual impairment? Nothing in the present experiments

suggest that the experimental method used would be

inadequate to answer these questions. Other experimental

questions regarding other rehabilitation facets of walking

behavior can now be addressed, including the effects of

prosthetic devices and physical therapy on walking speed and

accuracy.

Another advantage of the experimental method described

in the present experiments is that researchers who primarily

study variables such as gait and posture and the other motor

skills involved in walking can also examine how these skills

are affected when walking speed and straight-line walking

change as a function of environmental conditions. The

distribution of body weight changes as one walks up or down

hill and this has an effect on gait and posture. It is for

this reason that experienced backpackers who hike on steep,

narrow trails must redistribute the weight in their

backpacks in order to achieve optimal walking speeds, to

minimize back or leg injuries, and to prevent falling. As

Howard and Templeton (1966) suggest: spatial behavior is
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not only conditioned by ways in which the body is

constructed and moves, but also by the nature of the

physical world in which the body moves. Other natural

characteristics of ground surfaces and terrains that affect

walking can be arranged experimentally. The effects of

inclines and declines in the surface on walking speed and

straight-line walking can be examined in a manner in which

the slope of either of the two variables can be manipulated

systematically. Miller (1967) suggests that as speed

increases the tendency to veer decreases; whereas a

shortened stride, which tends to decrease walking speed, may

serve to increase veering. These relationships can be

examined by arranging environmental conditions in the manner

described above, or by arranging environmental consequences,

such as positive reinforcement, for walking specific

distances either within some specified period of time or

within a specified boundary. Such consequences for specific

types of walking behaviors were not arranged explicitly in

the present experiments, and are seldom arranged in

orientation and mobility experiments, in general. Studies

that produce reliable data on reflexes, gait, posture, and

so on are important; supplementing these data with

information in regards to the environmental conditions under

which these data are generated would result in a body of

literature that has greater generality, and provide

orientation and mobility specialists with a better data base
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to predict the types of walking behaviors visually impaired

individuals may emit under various environmental conditions.

Consequences of Walking Behavior

The preceding section of the discussion focused on some

additional advantages of using direct measures of walking

and extended the experimental procedures from Experiments 1

and 2 to address other questions regarding walking behavior.

There are other issues that arise from conceptualizing

walking from an operant-behavior perspective. Up to this

point, all discussion of antecedent stimuli (i.e.,

shorelines, smooth surfaces, and textured surfaces) and

walking has been restricted to an analysis of these stimuli

on two different characteristics of walking. Another type

of environmental event which has received far less

experimental inquiry is the consequent event(s) of walking.

From an operant-conditioning perspective, an analysis of

consequent events on walking behavior is critical to all

discussions regarding discriminative control of antecedent

stimuli; statements regarding the manner in which these

antecedent stimuli control behavior are incomplete in the

absence of a thorough analysis of the consequent events that

occur in their presence. Catania (1984) suggests that in

dealing with discriminable stimuli and discriminable

properties of the environment, complex relational features

of the environment could serve as discriminative stimuli and
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in all cases in which stimuli are involved, it is important

to treat these stimuli in terms of their relations to

responses and consequences. ""Discriminative control", says

Catania, "is based upon the three-term contingency:

stimulus-response-consequence. None of these terms is

significant in isolation" (p. 157).

The results from the present experiments are important

and relevant from a technological perspective in that they

clarify some of the issues regarding shorelines and textured

stimuli and their effects on walking behaviors. However,

the results from these experiments add little or no

information on the consequences of walking and cane handling

and, strictly speaking, are severely limited in regards to

the accuracy of statements that can be made about

discriminative control over walking. The functional

significance of walking speed and straight-line walking for

an individual's adaptation and survival can only be examined

with the aid of proper functional definitions relating

walking movements to real environmental changes. In the

present experiments, changes in walking speed and pathway

time allocation were a function of the change in stimulus

conditions. Specific consequences for walking can be

arranged such as providing monetary incentives for

maintaining an average walking speed or for straight-line

walking, or walking specific distances. Events such as a

loading and unloading a moving van, a walk-a-thon or a
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demonstration march illustrate how contingencies of

reinforcement can be arranged explicitly based on walking.

The arrangement and direct manipulation of specific

consequences for walking in the present experiments would

have enhanced the generality of these response classes as

well as broaden the range of variables available to

experimental manipulation that ultimately, are responsible

for producing safe and efficient walking (c.f., Johnston &

Pennypacker, 1980).

In the present experiments, the instructions provided

to the subjects exerted primary control over their

performance, and the varying degree of control presumably

depended upon each subject's extensive histories regarding

contingencies of reinforcement for following rules. Within

the context of the present experiment and others that

examine the variables that affect walking, the role of

verbal instruction in exerting control over the dependent

variable of interest must be treated in its own right.

Subtle forms of instructional stimuli have been shown to

influence nonverbal responding, even to the point as to

prevent experimental contingencies from having their full

influence (Catania, Matthews, & Shimoff, 1982). A brief

review of the literature on instructional control of

behavior illustrates the enormous complexity involved in

instructional control and the paucity of systematic research

on instructional design. In one review on instructional
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practices, recommendations are suggested to experimenters to

provide a complete report of the experimental instructions

and to "restrict instructions to introductory, orienting

statements designed to engender initial responding... so that

response dimensions that are particularly critical to the

investigation are left uninstructed and thus dependent on

interaction with experimental contingencies" (p. 62)

(Pilgrim & Johnston, 1988).

Limiting instructions, however, cannot override

significant influences of preexperimental histories of

subjects. In Experiment 1, for example, the instructions

delivered to subjects avoided describing specific cane

methods and the process of subject selection was sensitive

to excluding individuals with formal orientation and

mobility training; however, the subjects preexperimental

histories were uncontrolled. It is unlikely that all three

subjects in this experiment had never witnessed a visually

impaired individual using a cane. Indeed, all three

subjects emitted cane motions that corresponded with one of

the most commonly used cane methods — the touch-drag

method. Additionally, there were no provisions in the

present experiment to guarantee that subjects did not

discuss experimental experiences with each other. These

factors suggest that the role of verbal behavior and the

influence of the verbal community (described in the

following section) must be included in a thorough analysis
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of walking. This fact should be apparent to mobility

specialists who have encountered the common difficulty of

teaching long cane methods in mobility training and the

degree to which verbal instruction by the instructor

interacts (in many cases competes) with the tactile and

proprioceptive stimuli generated by cane motions and cane

contacts with the environment (Peel, 1974).

In light of the fact that an analysis of the three-term

contingency is absent in the present study, any discussion

of walking behaviors as operant behavior strictly on the

basis of these experiments is speculative. However, the

wealth of experimental and theoretical literature on operant

behavior, and the epistemology of radical behaviorism (c.f.,

Malagodi, 1986; Pennypacker, 1986; Skinner, 1945; 1953;

1969; 1977) has sufficient scope and generality to extend to

some aspects of walking (Baer, Wolf, & Risley, 1968). Thus,

the remainder of this discussion will focus on the

implications and issues that arise from viewing walking as

operant behavior.

Contingencies of Reinforcement and Walking

Experiments that compare the effects of two or more

types of antecedent-stimuli on walking may have some

immediate and important implications for practitioners and

researchers interested in delivering state-of-the-art

services to visually impaired individuals. (However, see
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Johnston, 1988, for a discussion on limitations of

comparison studies). Still more general questions need to

be addressed: What is the nature of walking? How is

walking acquired? How do antecedent stimuli (in any form)

come to exert control over walking?

As one begins to consider the range of potential

experimental questions regarding walking that can and should

be asked, the limits on the generality of the results from

present experiments become clearer. The putative stimulus

control over walking demonstrated in Experiments 1 and 2 is

only a very small part of the picture. It is apparent from

these experiments that under a specific stimulus condition,

subjects emit a relatively specific pattern of walking;

however, the questions of why subjects walk as they do under

that condition remain unanswered. The fact that a person

walks over to a telephone and picks up the receiver when the

telephone rings implies the existence of stimulus control by

the ringing phone over walking and picking up the receiver,

but the analysis falls short when no reference is made to

the set of circumstances responsible for the development of

that stimulus control. Thus, these questions are important,

not simply as questions that address the variables that

influence walking in visually impaired individuals but the

more basic issues regarding walking and the contingencies of

reinforcement that are responsible for its acquisition and

maintenance. These contingencies of reinforcement may be
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examined at a micro-level of analysis (i.e., the

consequences of each step, discriminative control of visual,

auditory, tactile, or proprioceptive stimuli, and so on), as

well as at a molar-level of analysis (i.e., social,

economic, and cultural variables).

Although the contingencies of reinforcement responsible

for walking were not explicitly described or examined in the

present studies, the measurement system and response-class

definitions described herein provide the basis to begin such

an analysis. For example, contingencies can be arranged to

differentially reinforce walking at specific speeds.

Similarly, the sensitivity of walking to subtle changes in

reinforcement contingencies or reinforcement schedules can

be examined to clarify the similarities and differences

between walking and other operant behaviors. These types of

experimental questions, as well as others will have

important implications for a scientific analysis of walking,

and can provide a basis for the inclusion of walking into

the domain of a general science of behavior.

An important issue that arises from an operant-behavior

perspective of walking concerns the language of walking and

the manner in which specific terms are used to describe

specific behavioral and environmental events. It is argued

here that an analysis of the verbal behavior of the

researchers and practitioners in the field of orientation

and mobility is as critical to understanding walking
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behavior as the direct analysis of the walking individual.

The analysis may begin with drawing a distinction between

reinforcing either of the characteristics of walking

(walking speed and straight-line walking) directly or

indirectly (Catania, 1984). One may ask: Does the

contingency of reinforcement specify that the individual

must walk a certain way? Often times, questions of this

sort lead to asking questions about the possible

relationships that exist between the verbal community and

the individual. The verbal community begins to take on a

significant role in establishing control over walking as

early as infancy such as when parents arrange the conditions

for those rudimentary but all important first steps of

walking, and all of the contingencies of reinforcement that

follow an infant's early successes. Subtle contingencies of

reinforcement for an operant response (carrying a glass of

water without spilling) may exert control indirectly over

walking speed as when a person decreases walking speed to

avoid spilling. More direct, explicit rules and

instructions for walking administered by members of the

verbal community can bring individuals into contact with

reinforcement contingencies, such as "stay on this sidewalk

and you will find the Office straight ahead."

Depending on distance factors between the individual and the

destination point, the verbal community may further

influence walking speed with implicit advice: "The office
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closes in five minutes." The specifications of

reinforcement contingencies for walking that are established

by the verbal community (implicit or explicit) must be

considered in a thorough analysis of "operant walking".

Furthermore, some of these question can be addressed

experimentally using the measurement system described in the

present experiments.

The role of the verbal community in shaping verbal

behavior related to walking of sighted and nonsighted

persons requires further elaboration, particularly with

respect to private events. In the case of sighted

(unimpaired) persons, the verbal community arranges

conditions to differentially reinforce verbal responses with

respect to walking behavior (i.e., "walking straight"),

often based on simple stimulus dimension such as walking

parallel to a straight object. Additionally, verbal

responses that describe walking in reference to some object

("walking-to-the-left-of") can be differentially reinforced

by the verbal community on the basis of the relational

features between properties of environmental events

(Catania, 1984). In both of the situations above, the

verbal community achieves success in establishing self-

descriptive verbal behavior by individuals about walking

because the objects in the environment, and the relations

between objects and walking by an individual are public

(visually) for both the sighted individual and the verbal
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community. However, the situation changes when an

individual becomes visually impaired. The verbal community

does not maintain the degree of control in establishing

verbal behavior as it did in the situation above and the

degree of control that is established depends not only on

the extent of the visual impairment (degree of visual

stimulation) but also the degree to which other public

stimuli are conspicuous to both the individual and the

verbal community. It may be argued that although

orientation and mobility specialists teach effective walking

skills (mobility), the role of the researcher is not just to

study the effects of antecedent stimuli on walking behavior

but also to examine ways in which antecedent stimuli can be

arranged so that the verbal community has more conspicuous

stimuli (i.e., tactile) to use to establish more effective

contingencies over verbal behavior (or orientation

behavior).

Skinner (1945) describes a similar situation in which

the verbal community can generate verbal behavior in

response to private stimuli:

Consider, for example, a blind man who learns the
names of a trayful of objects from a teacher who
identifies the objects by sight. The
reinforcements are supplied or withheld according
to the contingency between the blind man's
responses and the teacher's visual stimuli, but
the responses are controlled wholly by tactual
stimuli. A satisfactory verbal system results
from the fact that the visual and tactual stimuli
remain closely connected (p. 374).
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This process of arranging contingencies for verbal
behavior has important implications for practitioners and
researchers in the field of orientation and mobility. There

is a limitation on accessibility to events that are not so

"closely connected" and hence, a limitation on the accuracy

of the verbal behavior of the visually impaired individual

(all individuals for that matter) with respect to describing

private sensations (tactile, proprioceptive, interoceptive)
and describing relations between the individual's position
while moving in space. Pick (1980) points out a distinction
between two types of tactile perception. One type of

perception, tactual, is considered a more passive process in
which stimulation is imposed on a person's skin and the

person reports he feels something touching him. Whereas

another type, haptic, refers to a more active process in
which a person actively touches something else and the

person reports he is feeling something. Whether a person is

reporting about an event in the environment or reporting

about his or her own behavior with respect to the

environmental event, the limitations of the accuracy of the

report are inescapable.

An analysis of the role of the verbal community, in

addition to the verbal responses by the visually impaired

individual, provides a more complete account for the way in

which a response such as "I am walking straight" is emitted

in open areas, as well as emitted next to walls, 90°-
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shorelines, and so on. A person's verbal responses to gross

deviations from walking a straight line may be a function of

the verbal community basing instructional control and

reinforcement on the conspicuous manifestations, but the

individual presumably acquires the response in connection
with a wealth of additional proprioceptive stimuli (Skinner,

1945, p. 375). The term "orientation" implies the person

"knows" the environment, not only in the sense that safe and

effective walking is emitted but also that the person can

talk about his or her own behavior. The main problem that

researchers and practitioners of orientation and mobility

must face is the same problem behaviorists have had to face:

What is particularly clear and familiar to the potential
knower (visually impaired individual) may be strange and

distant to the verbal community (researchers and

practitioners in orientation and mobility) responsible for

his or her knowing (Skinner, 1969).

The analysis of the three-term contingency with respect

to walking may expand the range of behavioral phenomena

addressed by a science of behavior. The benefits of this

expansion can be favorable for those individuals in the

field of orientation and mobility as well because this

analysis may begin to clarify many of the complex issues

that have hindered the development of an effective

methodology for examining walking, and the development of a

conceptual framework for interpreting experimental results.
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One of these issues concerns the role of "subjective

experience" of visually impaired persons. For example,

Mettler (1987) suggests:

In understanding how an individual learns and
practices a skill, we must consider individual,
subjective elements of personal skill, personal
judgment, and personal knowledge—all of which are
contributed by the individual in the performance.
Not only are these not formulable in formally
objective terms, as is common in the language of
behaviorism, they have yet to be adequately
formulated through any analysis. One can describe
and measure in physical terms the processes
involved in human action and so detail what
happens in the observable world as the behavior
occurs, but of necessity this description leaves
out the role of the subjective mental life of the
self-directed agent. It is a fallacy to infer
from the fact that you can describe human behavior
in naturalistic terms, that therefore human action
is adequately described (p. 476).

It is true that "human action is not adequately described"

in the absence of an analysis of the role of the verbal

community. An operant-behavior perspective may provide a

more thorough-going analysis of walking that is inclusive of

private events as well as public events, without abandoning

the practice of describing events in objective, or

"naturalistic" terms (Skinner, 1969; 1971; 1974; 1978).

In summary, the science of behavior has made

significant strides in the analysis of operant behavior and

in understanding human behavior, in general. Additionally,

the conceptual analysis of verbal behavior and private

events has had a significant impact in promoting a

scientific understanding of individual behavior, cultural
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processes, and human affairs in general (Skinner, 1945;

1953; 1971; 1974). In contrast, the field of orientation

and mobility has been slow in the development of effective

scientific understanding of walking. Adopting similar

methodologies to those used in the analysis of operant

behavior may change the rate at which new effective

technologies emerge but it is argued here that the

scientific study of walking will develop only if effective

verbal behavior by researchers and practitioners emerges as

well. Iwata (1991) suggests that often times many

theoretical questions about the nature of operant behavior

can only be answered through technological arrangement of

the environment, and that the answers do not necessarily

produce new theoretical concepts but simply extend operant

theory. In the introduction to this dissertation, it was

suggested that a new theory in orientation and mobility was

not necessary but rather, walking and verbal behavior about

walking can be treated in a satisfactory manner within

existing operant-behavior theory. Some of the many

advantages of bringing an analysis of walking into the

domain of operant-behavior theory have been presented

throughout this dissertation, and those advantages not

mentioned may only be discovered during the course of

research and rehabilitation.
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APPENDIX A

In Experiments 1 and 2, the criteria to change

experimental conditions were based on data for walking speed

appearing stable (according to visual inspection) for at

least 5 trials. Under nearly all conditions for Subjects 1,

2, and 3 in Experiment 1, and for Subjects 2, 4, and 5 in

Experiment 2, stability was evident; however, there were

rare instances in which a slight trend was identified. In

order to ensure that this trend could not be accounted for

by the progression of trials, statistical analyses were

conducted for all those data points used to determine

stability by visual inspection.

In order to determine whether a relationship existed

between the acsending number of trials and walking speed,

Pearson product moment coefficient of correlations were

calculated for these two variables under each experimental

condition. For example, for Subject 1 during the first

exposure to the 90°-shoreline condition, this subject was

exposed to a total of 26 trials but only the last 7 trials

were used to determine stability. Trials 1-7 (the last 7

trials under this condition) are represented as the X scores

and walking speeds from these corresponding trials are

represented as the Y scores. The Z scores were calculated

for both the X and Y scores, and the cross-product of these
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Z scores is the correlation coefficient (r). When r = 1.00,

the total variation in the Y scores (walking speed) is

"explained by" the X scores (acsending trials); whereas when

r = 0.00, the total variation is equal to the unexplained

variation, that is, none of the total variation has been

accounted for. Thus, when the X scores are uncorrelated

with the Y scores, then, even when X scores are known, the

best-fitting straight line turns out to be horizontal. For

Subject 1, this correlation was -0.163.

Significance tests for all correlation coefficients

were conducted in order to determine whether the X variables

(acsending trials) and the Y variables (walking speed) had a

correlation other than zero in some vast population from

which a sample was drawn, that is, to test the hypothesis

that the correlation was zero in the population from which

the sample is drawn. Under the hypothesis that the

correlation was zero in the population, the obtained values

of r in differnt samples would vary around zero. The

question relative to the correlations calculated above is

whether the a value of -0.163 is far enough away from zero

to indicate rejecting the hypothesis. The formula to

compute t is:
\/ N - 2

t = r

\/ 1 - r2

This t value has N - 2 degrees of freedom. Once the t value

was calculated, this value was compared to the critical
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values in the t distribution. For example, the t value in

the example for Subject 1 was the value 0.37. The

distribution of this t value has 5 degrees of freedom. At

the .05 significance level, the value of 0.37 was not

significant. Therefore, the null hypothesis, which was that

the correlation in the population was zero cannot be

rejected.

For all t values calculated for Subjects in Experiments

1 and 2, the null hypothesis was never rejected. Therefore,

any trends observed from visual inspection cannot be

accounted for by the acsending number of trials. The

following tables show the results of these testing

procedures.
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Experiment 1

Summary of the experimental conditions for Subjects 1, 2,
and 3 with the number of trials used to determine stability,
the corresponding correlation coefficients and "t" values
for those trials.

Subject Exp. Condition Exposure # of Trials r t*

1 90° 1st 7 -0.163 0.37
2nd 10 -0.330 0.98

Smooth 1st 10 -0.092 0.26
2nd 10 0.339 1.02

1 mm 1st 9 -0.151 0.40
2nd 8 -0.111 0.29

2 mm 1st 7 -0.257 0.59
2nd 7 0.382 0.92

2 90° 1st 8 -0.146 0.36
2nd 10 -0.203 0.58

Smooth 1st 10 0.074 0.21
2nd 7 0.219 0.50

1 mm 1st 9 0.099 0.26
2nd 13 0.309 1.08

2 mm 1st 7 0.265 0.61
2nd 6 0.144 0.29

3 90° 1st 10 0.409 1.26
2nd 7 -0.117 0.26

Smooth 1st 6 -0.085 0.17
2nd 14 -0.158 0.55

1 mm 1st 10 -0.068 0.19
2nd 10 0.142 0.41

2 mm 1st 12 -0.217 0.70
2nd 7 0.206 0.47

* .A A i- ^ .*p<0.05 (d.f. n - 2)
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Experiment 2

Summary of the experimental conditions for Subjects 2, 4,
and 5 with the number of trials used to determine stability,
the corresponding correlation coefficients and "t" values
for those trials.

Subject Exp. Condition Exposure # of Trials r t*

2 1 mm - touch-drag 1st 10 0.021 0.06
2nd 10 -0.312 0.92

1 mm - cane trail 1st 10 -0.078 0.22
2nd 10 0.262 0.77

2 mm - touch-drag 1st 10 -0.264 0.77
2nd 7 -0.025 0.06

2 mm - cane trail 1st 11 -0.319 1.01
2nd 7 0.459 1.16

4 1 mm - touch-drag 1st 12 -0.055 0.17
2nd 7 0.387 0.94

1 mm - cane trail 1st 7 0.031 0.07
2nd 10 -0.131 0.42

2 mm - touch-drag 1st 10 0.382 1.17
2nd 7 0.395 0.96

2 mm - cane trail 1st 11 -0.034 0.10
2nd 9 -0.253 0.69

5 1 mm - touch-drag 1st 13 0.201 0.68
2nd 10 -0.115 0.33

1 mm - cane trail 1st 13 0.128 0.43
2nd 7 0.337 0.80

2 mm - touch-drag 1st 7 0.121 0.27
2nd 10 0.121 0.34

2 mm - cane trail 1st 10 -0.010 0.03
2nd 10 -0.189 0.54

*p<0.05 (d.f. n - 2)
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